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SlffiHMT.
’Xhr©© sensitive cslo2?is©ts3?® basvo boen used to 
sieasur© the heats of formation of compXsxes la ©cj&eoM© solutios® 
With a knowledge of the accompaqgrintg fee© ©hang©©* the
corresponding entropies ©f association ha1*?© been calculated.
A knowledge of entropy .asd' ©athalggf changes provides a 
dearer iasig&t iato the na&txre of the bfeeisied process©© 
than doe© the free energy ohaagsa aloes*
ffee thesis is divided late three parts.
A general introduction preceeds Part X shloh describes the 
developsasat and calibration of the calorimeter© and the us© 
of on® of them in measuring the heats of formation of 
ooaplaaEes ©f jsgisb divalent transition metal ion© with the 
glyolaats anion*
A oalori!B9tric investigation of the heats of 
formation of divalent. alkaline earth and some other metal ions 
isith di-(S^ amiaoetfeo^ y)~ ethanetetraaeetio ao£d» (33G8?A)9 and 
diasd.no©thane l'Ir; IP di~(»hydres3rph@x^ laceti© acid) 9 (BHPG)9 
Is described in Part XX* 8b values for the lasts of 
protonation of SHP0 have been reported and these have been 
det©2?2si,Ksed oaXoriffietrioally* *2*1© thsrsso^ nasBi© data as*©
oomparM with those of sisHXar mmplmrn with, other 
polyandnooarbasylato ©ad pofyearbosgrl&te ligands.
Attempts to measure ealorlaBtrically the boats of 
hydrolysis of the tballic ion, Tl(lll)s are described 
in Part XXX.
All investigations were carried out at a constant 
ionic strength of 0.1 end data ^ sre processed on an 
English Electric K3W$ computer.
MBRAii xmoHJGg?iosr
^«.-^iK«ai^TXhcs?aN{ui3^i^.iUjmtoS>«s»as5u«62«8nfcieaswi^
fh®. ittteraotiesa between a laycla?&t®& metal iea 
and m  anion or m utral ligand in aqueous mlntlm mg  b© 
represented by9 .
iP ~± ( tf2* ? A8^  ) ^  ( if* HjO iP ) * sfELOaq. aq_ <c-“ ' ? aq * ' &T aq 2
^  + (z+!)HgO  .......(»)
. -in ehioh a number of 0o$v*ted aead partially aerated speoXes
. ■ parties!pat® is  a series #tf equilibria* • %  application of the
&aw of Mass lotion t© tk@' formation ©f © XiX ggife«gfe0». a 
. thegaodanianie asseeiatMB''©enstssst tsey b© define ly ?; .
k «. {aa(a~a;‘'!’}/ ...,...............(2)
la whiok the m-mm m&im® activities® fh® free 
energy ©haage^-AGf for' th®‘ asaGoiatiea is  then, given by*
A Q  ® “wJS? lab sooooon**'*.***..*®*.®**' *»««o#*»(3)
It cum be ©eon. iss (X) that the assoeiatien betm m  
16m in solution need-not result in identical iosi ©airs being 
formed9 and a formal dlstinetiea o m  be sEad© bet^ssa outer «
6aM l3ian©r sphere spool©®® j$% the foxier s &ss® ©&* at ssost
two* solvest molecules are isaterpo&ed between the Interacting
ioo® whilst isa the latter^  the ions are ad^ aeeat t® ©&s>
motherv In the determination &t association ®®asia»ts
most Betho&s used are inoapahl® ©£ distinguishing between
these alternatives sad it is teportssat to reoegnie© that
different method® m y respond to different types of species*
Whereas eoBduotaiiee s&ad eleotroootive £©j?q® measuregBsnt®
will detect distant i« pairs, epeotrephotooetrie
measurements* especially in the visible speotrmijj will b©
©jpeeted to detest ©sly these ism pairs with the associating
ions 1b close proximity. Changes in the ultra *> violet
however P may also reflect the pres ass© o f spaoies formed
in less close interactions and s©9 in principle9 the method
is capable of distinguishing between outer - md lamar-sphere
1ion pairs* For transition metals it has been suggested 
that outer « sphere"ion->pair formation will ¥s expected to
have very little effect os the lew - intensity ahsorpioa
bands in, the visible spectrum« %©e© ay© due to forbidden.
d - d  transitions s the wavelength depending upon the
separation of the d — d states which $ in t®®# is a function 
©£ the polarisation ©f Vm cation hy the aaieeei&tiag ligand* 
Outer - spher© interaction will have only'a very small influence 
on the d «> cl splitting because of the large separation ©£ 
the ions®
With spsctrcphstcsietri© measurements it has boon 
possible to■conclude $ on this basis * that the interactions 
in cobaltous sulphate and thiosulphete are outer — 
inner - sphere respectively* even though their 
theraodynaiot© association constants are about equal * 
Information on the relative amounts of inner — and 
outer «•» sphere species in the association ©£ a stusaber of ions 
has also been obtained using similar visible and . ultra - violet 
spectrescopio approaches*
Soto uorfcers have replaced the tonus outer - sphere 
and imer - sphere with ”ion « pair ” and rt ©omplex w 
respectively to distinguish between the two types of species.
A better description, however* of ionic interactions is 
obtained if the terms outer - and inner - sphere are used 
to describe the type of association in question and an 
wion - pair*9 is regarded as a species in which the bonding 
is almost'entirely due to long - range electrostatic forces 
between the oppositely charged ions. Attaching this wider 
manning to th© term 51 ion — pair”, solvent molecules may or 
may not be interposed between th® ions. In complexes, 
on the other .hand9 there will be a contribution to th® 
stability by short-range or ©©valent forces, and this will 
certainly involve inn©r«©pher® interaction with th©' 
elimination of on© or more solvent sa©l@©ul©s flrosa th© 
e© - sphere® ©f th© ions.
The ©siatea©© of 'fxm&p «* and Gut@7~sph©£© 
associations is wry clearly demonstrated Isa th© ultrasonic 
absorption spectra of certain electrolyte ® elutions©
Xf a reaction is subjected to a periodic pressure disturbance? 
as in as ultrasonic wav©? absorption ©as&rna ©ay b© obtained 
at certain frequencies when tko periodic ties is 
ooa$arablo with tho rslas&tien tin© o f tbo r@®©t&o£ie 
Th© absorption ©urres for the bivalent metal sulphates ■ 
showed two distinct maxima which oould be attributed to 
spaoifi© unter&otione b&tmm the ions after they had 
approached ©lose enough by diffusion (process X below ) 
in the reaction sohsne
(3)
She higher - frequency nax£niaa0 fe&vteg a frequsmsy alasost 
fjadepeudent of the aato^; of the catica# ®otald$b© attributed
to' process (2) wh©r© thefloss m m M  s©parat®d '^xmlrmt 
molecules* The lower - frequency fagadsnass wa® sensitive to 
th e  n a tu re  o f th e  c a tio n ' asad obot^e^oaBdod to  pitoS088v(3 ) 
where the last intervening’ solvent n o ls e o !* i® '©silled*
The ratio k^/kB^ found to h© approximately 0«1 
for all - cations s^hich ' indicated that only about \<4> ©f 
the ion «*» pair© .w©r© ©f the iwasr <* spher© tygse-®
Th® equilibrium between outer • and imaer ** sphere 
apeodes in sQlutlm is usually rapidly established hot Fogslj, 
tPai and Yarborough were abl© to separata the 3m©r <• assd 
cuter «■ sphere ofaroniusa (ill) monesulph&te ©e®pl®s©s m. ®n 
ion - exchange eoltnsa*^  The trivalent natal tea ss&d the 
©uter «* sphere iosa pairs ia equilibrium with it @r® held 
preferentially by the cation exchanger and the singly ©barged 
inner - sphere species are allowed to pass through* The 
author© deduced the equilibrium constants*
K( 06pSO4+ = 33 and E( Oi>(EgO)S048“ ^  - tZ,
which imply that the rati© ©f the concentrations of pinner ® 
to cutes* - sphere speoios is about 3s 1 at eqi&librltsn*
As is to ha ra©ot®dj, this is much higher.than the 
ratio 9 1 s XCv for the -bivalent metal suLphatos*
In sone casoh it is possible t© dct^ rmin© 
experimentally uhotbor. icsa «*» pairs ©r e©aipl®®ss ®r© being fomod* 
The neasurenent of Eaaan -spectra affords a powerful method 
fox* doteotiasg specific int^aetioss hut suffers fr©a the 
disadvantage of beisag restricted to rather a@®@®s3ttrate& solution© 5 
when most interest is- in the species present in dilute solutions. 
B^orrum $ from purely ©leotrostatio oonsideratiCBs$
defined a diets®©© oppositely charged i w  vithia
which they ay© to Is© consid®yed as he tog associated tot© 
ioa - pairs * ffeis distance* q * the ioai© separation 
at ehioh the mutual potential enargy is equal to the 
thermal aneFgy* kf * represents the position of i»toitt»im . 
probability of find tog m  Ion of opposite charge any whore 
on a spherical shell ©f radius q surrounding' the ©esitesl 
i©&* md is gives by,
q « a bj^ /Z & X  ?
^here Z and 2 ar@ the ©barge® m  the iom9 £ is the 
dielectric constant of the solution sad & is the Boltmasm 
constant* fhe association constant for an ioa pair ©an h® 
witten s
where sf- is the distance between 'the centres o f the two 1©bb«
Xhtrodmotog the'^al«e9 u{y) ® a e^/ € r5 for the+ *•
electrostatic" worte required to brtog an m im  from infinity 
to a distance 2? from a cation* g&v® the ©lassies!
Bjerram 'equation*
, ™ ffl [-8 .8  s2
' - i S a j j  •*»  -5 B r ~
®  - 8 *
In this treatment tee oppositely ©barged ±mm between a*
the distance of aiBtasQ approach and q* th® saisaims®. value of
the integral in equation- (4) are considered t© form an 
ion - pair. By substituting K « 5*5 s 10 5 1. mol© “1
for lanthanum ferrioyanide into equation (4), the closest
impossibly small distances are calculated for PbCl* m &
CdCl+ (whioh are simply first stages in the formation of
higher halide ©oraples:©®} P and for thallouo ion - pairs 9
and this has been used as evidence for covalent bond
formation® Bjen?®5® theory, however9 predicts ion - pairing
for a large class of 2§1 electrolytes, such as the alkalis®
earth ha! ides, hut to - pairs ©asmot he detected esper«
imentally in these solutions and Davies has suggested that
definite classification into im  - pairs end coalesces on this
7has is should not he mad© ’ »
For a series of reactions in which the ligand is 
kept constant the dependence of the overall free energy changes
is indicative of oosrplas formation, Pereas for ion - pairs, 
when the two ion® interact without disturbing their hydration 
sheaths, the energy will depend on the ionio charges and the 
distance between them, and this distance, being a function of
distance of approach is 7*2 % In contrast to this,
on the standard free energies,
the hydration radius, will not vary appreciably
Sine© ea^erteaatally determined association 
constants can vary ever a vary wide rang© ©f values, sons 
attests hsv© been made to classify the metal ions in teres 
of their 0OB®l®3Eing ability. 0?© consider then to be rigid, 
non «* polarieable particles is to ever simplify the problem 
and in practice, the defesmMiity ©f the astal i«n and the 
®ay In which the ©l®ctr©nA© structure is modified by 
interaction with the l&gm& must be taken into aoootast. 
Schmmpseribach proposed that the metal ions be divided up into 
three classes Glass A included the cations with a noble 
gas configuration, such as the alkali and alkaline earth 
metals, for which purely electrostatic bonding predominates.
In this group, the association constants will be expected 
to increase with decreasing catioaio sis© and increasing 
charge* Fluorine sad oxygen donor at ©me are most strongly 
bound by these cations and water is more strongly bound 
than ammonia, on account ©f its greater dipole moment* These 
cations have little tendency to form complexes with cyanide 
ion since the latter exists under alkaline conditions which 
favour the formation of hydroxyl complexes* Glass B 
included metal cations with completely filled d subshells, 
such ae Cu* „ &g* , an®* and Cd2* , wfciofa wdergo 
predominately covalent interactions, and the factors governing
1 m  - pair formation m  Glass A m. longer hold. Instead of 
ohsrgs ond radius, tbs difference in the. ©Icctro^gativAties 
©f the metal ion and the d®aor atom of the ligand beoostes 
more teportes&t in influencing the extent of the eoaples 
formation. Thus the association constant Increases with 
the ease with which the metal ion accepts and the donor stem 
donates else trims* Since electronegativities decrease 
in the order F >0 >N >01 >Br > X «S,
the value® ©f the association constasts with a given group B 
metal ion follow the ravers® order. MmmX® is more readily 
co-ordinated than water, and cyanide more than hydroxide*
The transition metal Ions with incomplete subshells constitute 
Glass 0S in which the characteristics of both classes A and B 
can be distinguished. The divalent metal ions Mh, Fe, Co, H  
and Cu have been most extensively investigated end in this 
series the ionic radius decreases and the iosiisatieaa 
potential increases up to copper. These factors satisfactorily 
;'demount for. the observed increase in association from 
manganese to copper and the sequence of stability,
Nh < M  < Co <11 <Cu > 2^ 3
- -10
forms the well known Irving - Williams series .
The ©©queac© is partioularly pronounced wkssa the ©©-©rdin&ttag 
atom is nitrogen, ©arhoB or sulphur rather than oxygen*
Th© latter members of the group, such as Cu(ll), which 
have almost completely filled d subshells resemble 
elass B metals, whereas Ma(ll) and Fe(ll) are sore like 
Glass A metals.
The above classification serves as a useful guide 
as to the fe©havi©ur of metal' ions hat, in a more detailed 
discussion it is necessary to take into account other factors 
such as the possibility of tf - bonding and the application 
of ligand «» field theory.
Sine© the electrostatic fields set up hy charges 
separated hy distaass©© m  the atomic seal® are of enormous 
intensity, it is necessary to take account of major 
perturbations of the electron charge cloud and of the electron
energies. The basis for such a treatment was provided by the
11 12 work of Beths and van Fleck « If a mmplm is considered
to he a symmetrical assembly of anions or dipoles around a
central metal cation with the charges on the ligands, or the
negative ends of their dipoles, directed towards the central
atom, ligand * field theory *** attempts to explain* for
a given sterio arrangement of the ligands, how the electronic
system of the central metal atom is perturbed and how far this
perturbation stabilises the postulated structure* The essential
physical idea of the theory is that the electrons of the central
loss will tend to avoid those regions ©f spa©© in the
field tim to m e  attached negatively ©barged toss ©2? dipoles
is largest* 2® the ©age of an octahedral ©ossplesj the five
4 <*btt«le ( ^  aBg, and 4 ^  )
of tho-netal oation* degenerate whan the ion is na®Q®pl®g@d9
will to perturbed by i&teraotlott with ligands lying along
the s> * y® sad s ases* Tk© eleotrost&tie repulsion
between these ligands sad the electrons in the \ 2
orbitals will he considerably-greater than that with the
electrons in the other three d orbitals* Henoe the fiw©«f©M
degeneracy ©f the d orbitals is split into a doublet*^
of higher energy and. a triplet* tg^ 9 of lower energy.
The energy separation between the two levels* designated £& 9
©an he determined from speotrosoqpio eiessuresisats and depends -
primarily upon the net©?© of the ligand and the ekarg® on the
©ation® Since the energy rise ©f the too ©_ orbitals'anst
©
equal the energy drop of tho tte®e tg orbitals* the values
-0*4 A  ®Bd *0*6 A  ©ssa b© assigned to the tgg ssnd
©g level® respectively*
The distribution ©f & oloetrons'amgst tho tg^ ®ad
© orbital® is of great importance* and ©osplioatisn® arise 
0>
wh®a mor® than throe d electrons are involved sisso© there is © 
©hois© either of putting as many a® possible into the lower 
©aergy tg orbital® or of distributing them so a® to maintain the
1 6
wx&aem number of parallel spins. If the field set up 
by the Xig&nds is strong, the energy of an electron in the © 
orbital© may he raised so w&Qh that the energy for a state 
in which all the electron® are -paired up In the t* triplet 
may he lower than that of a state in which electrons are 
m  distributed between the © and t9 orbitals t© glm the 
maxlramm number unpaired^ in accerteac® with Ifead^ s rale*
On this basis the sass© metal ion may essAot in octahedral 
completes with the electrons in the.d orbitals distributed t© 
give either the wbsAw w  n t e  of parallel spins ©r the 
maximum amount of spin pairing9 deposing on the field strengths 
produced by the l%asds® T m  ferrie i m v P@(lll)s whioh has
j
five d eleotroas® illustrates this very clearly in its complexes 
with the cyanide im 9 O^ T* 9 and the flourido ion, S'" •
The magnetic moment 9JU* of the coaples ± m  Fe(CW)|” is 2,35
Pereas that of the ion F© S^~ is 5*92 which is indicative of
there being five unpaired electrons in the latter and only one 
in the former 9 due to the greater field strength produced by the 
cyanide ion*
1?he terms inner - orbital t or low — spin* and
outer - orbital 9 or high - ©pin$ are applied respectively t@ the
cyanide and the floorid© complexes md in general t© complexes, of * 
similar type, Although the magaetio wmmt®9 which are a function 
©f the number of impaired electrons? for a- ©cries of oos^lesea
of th® seme matal ion may change diecoatiisuously at' certain 
ligand field strength&j this: does not ©©respond to a 
discontinuous change- in. th® nate© of -the- central i m  - ligand 
forces at any stage*
Ions with eleotsronie configurations. d° * d ^
10
and d-' will be essentially spherically symmetrical and the 
gas- phase heats ©f fo&a&iion of their complex ions* &H„
w
will be expected to vary smoothly with atomic number-— .
In high spin- complexes$ the d\ d^.s d7 and electrons 
will occupy the lower tgg orbitals and stability will he gained
ft K 1ft
in excess of the smooth change from d through. dr ,t#d
For the ions with ft 9 and electrons 5 the
extra electrons sr© forced into the upper © level and the extra
14stabilisation Is* at least* partly lost ' r *" The orbital 
'-stabilisation- may he expressed by
Stabilisation * ( Q*4n*. ~ 0#6n ) &  *#••#••*•**«(5)
>  *6
where n. and n are the nisaibors of ©lect-sm® in th©
*Sg \  28
and .© Xevals respectively* For low « ©pin and tetrahedral
CQBBploscss-* different arguments must be used but again'
has a node at the metal ion
For complex react ion© in which water.molecules are
displaced by ligand molecules* I* ? the additional ligand - -field
© 5 10
staMlisatioa for ion© intermediate between &-•*•. dr and d may bo 
c&Xc?ilat©& from as expression similar t© (5>) with (&-$pQ )»
ill® difference to energy ©<^aratioa© iMii©©d by eater and the 
©ikes* ligan&j to place of ZX « Hoto©© ©ncH McCl&r© $siuidi,@S 
the absorptiosa spectra of crystalline hydrate© of th© 
transition metal ions m& ©slcnslat©d the crystal - field 
stabilisations by -the above mstliod Wtaa these iossss ^ 02® 
subtracted frs&a the hydration ©si©rgie© $ the corrected values 
fell m  tfo® predicted m2ooth curve*
Xdgand - field of foots thas produce contributionsto 
the hsake of cosaplox formation and to most c®s©b the theory 
acocnaats satisfactorily for siuoh of tho observed A H  tiatsp 
while0 at the earne time^  a nmb@r of anomalies created by the' 
Irving - Williams treatment ar® also satisfactorily explained 
Until r m m t  years the limited amcnmt of heat data 
available has tod wj| corkers t© consider only the ts m  <M@rgy 
ehang% A O  is when describing tho type of ica association 
without considering the accompanying enthalpy* A H  9 and 
entropyv A $  f contributions* ikr®® ftetctioas are r@Xst©d
%  the expression^
A i 8 Ah - Ths» ••••••*,•»*..*.'m>***«**(6)
and5 to order to gain an tosigM into the factors which affect 
the ©quilikrlCT* it 1b more osefhl to regard the free energy 
©hang© as b©tog a ©rossospiasa©® of th® changes to heat and entropy** 
The enthalpy change is the property moot directly related to the 
changes in th® numbor® and strengths of bond© as the ©yatess
passes from reactants to ^ wdaets# Th® entropy Chang® is & 
measure of -the ©hang® of F8MmmuB0 and the driving fore© to 
this process is the tendency for th© system to go to th® most 
probablep th© most random5 state* $h®r® or© cadothaamio reactions 
which are mad® possible by favourable entropy changes^ and th«r© 
ar© ®2coth©rmio reaction© which do sot take pise® because of 
unfavourable eiatropy changes* Asy compart.©on of K value® for 
a series of ©escalation reactions to which on® ion is k©pt 
constant involves the assumption that variation© either in 
A H  or A S  throughout th© series may b© neglected* It is 
clearly desirable to measure A H  and this can b© don® either by 
studying th© association constant ov®r a rang® ©f taqporaturae ©r 
©Is® by direct ealorimetxlo methods*
Th& variation of log K with temp&ratav® ©an be described 
by an equation of th© fora,
2logic a a + WP-+ sT 4- ••««»** 
parameter© a* b5 and e can be obtained by substituting values 
of K at thro© temperatures and solvtog three stealtaaeou® equation®® 
Values of A H  can thea b® calculated by differentiating log 1C 
with respect to temperature and while thes© values can be reliable 
If s large enough temperature rang© -is covered^  th®r® are obvious 
advantages in measuring th© heat® of complex formation by a 
direct calorimotrio method*
During th® ©ours© of th© present wor&9 three different 
differential calorimeters w©r® constructed ss&l tested* Xn 
a theasaocouple was inosrporatod a© th© s©nsang ©X@s8©nt while is
th® other two* thermistor© w@r© u$©&« Th© ©alorSisoter© eq?@ 
described in Part Hof thi© thesis which alec deals with is ho 
colorimetric d®t.©naina ti on of th© boats of formation of the 
complexos formed betgoen oobalt (ll)9 copper (ll) and sin© (ll) 
with th® glycin&t® anion* Th® vom its obtained as?® compared 
with thorn of th® corresponding dicarboxy lat e complex®© to 
evaluate th® effect of replacing an ©sygass by a nitrogen 
co-ordinating ats® %n a ligand*
Part H  is devoted to th© c&Xorlmetri© determination 
of the heat© -of formation of th© complm m  of the alkaline 
earth ion® 28g(il)9 Ca(ll)9 Sr(ll) and Sa(ll) with the anion 
of di-»($*amlno9iluH^ )~©than®t®tra&e6tio aoid*. (BGTaJj, and 
tias&aoeihan© di - X^hydros^phonyl&cstio &cid)9 (BHPG)a 
Th® complex©© of the transition metal ions Cd(ll) and Zta(ll) 
with SGTA hm® also been studied* Th© great interest in 
th© aminoearhcaylate ioas lie® in thoir ability to form very 
©table complex©® with a wide variety of metal ion® due to their 
smaltidentat® nature which enables ehoXatos to'bo'fonsod* This 
ha® resulted in their frequent us© as analytical reagent® 
for th® determination of metal ions in solution* ££u©h of the wexk* 
stimulated by th® application of th® ligand - field theory* 
ha© been done with th® transition metal complex®®* particularly 
with the BETA moleouloywhcroae th® alkaline ©arbfe cation® have
Zl
Xec-ss attention 'fh® rss&Xts for th® h^tsi @£ fors&stlo®' 
o f th® FIsrTA ©crssplOTSJs hav© h®m st$@®pt®& for pafelleatioia .iai th© 
Journal of the Ohmx®®,! Society*
Part 111 desesifces attempt® t© fsesew® th© heat of 
hydrolysis ©£ th® t M H ©  iO!Sj» ?l(lll)«
All iseasareszests la parts 1 asi 11 w e  dm® at m  
lordo strength of 0»lnia ©r«ta to Caspar® sith ©th@r data*
All ©otiviiy ©©©fficieste in this &■©?& w?@
AQ
calculated fro® th® esfcended fox© of the Delsy® - H&okel ©quatioa  ^
proposed hy Davies  ^9
The Keate of formation of soma Transition l&rtal 
Gljcinate Complexes*
Zh
Many attempts to unravel the nature of the oomplmm
formed between metal ions and amino acids 9 peptides and proteins
are to o© found# To study these systeiss a variety of methods
haw© been employed $ directed mainly t wards the determination of
equilibrium constants® although in th© last few yesrs more
attention has been paid to caloriisstriG determinations of
'thozmodynoskio functions* ■ Sines many such eompXoKes are found
in animal and plant tissue as easymos @t©*9 their study is of
fundamental importance la understanding natural pr©o®cs©®*
It has hoen sh.®m$ for instance* that the ©conranc® of ©ertain
diseases is intimately related to the amounts of copper complexes
17present in certain systems9 as in fruit tree® •
Although iher© hov© been comparatively few enthalpy 
determinations for systems of this type* sensitive ealovinetem
l8
tar© b©©n designed® and have been in lae© for mm$ years* hang® 
studied heats of dilution with a system of twin adiabatic 
calorimeters® ©a© of which was used as a conatant temperature 
reference* Skeh calorimeter contained a section of © X®§00 
function therraopile®, and on® of the ealoriiastsffis described in th© 
present work was of similar design*
2 ^
B&ijses? ^ 9. measured ©nthnlw w$m® tag ite Meulphit®
&©% used & aon^ isottessial ©aloriBii©t@F$ and modification® a t t&do *
tew hmsi usod-% Stav@l©$- 20 * 21* 22 m &  otters ^  for studies 
with amin© and ©tl^ l<aaQdis®in®t®tra&@©t©t© ©oaptexos.
Wtes?® tte amounts of ssaierial available are 6sctr«®olj 
snail 9 0's^ h as the transuranium @X©ss©nts$ miorooaloraswfcors tefip® 
teen limit In tte study of tests of solution* testrusi ansi Earing ^  
studied th® dissolution of nep'taim in hFdrootetal® &©idfi wsitog 
a rssistance ttezsaomsts? to ssa&sur© tegEgerstssr© otegsg®© of 
aprroncinatsly 2 x 10 y C» Item rsoegft If tter© fam teen ssa 
±mvm®Mg nso of ttemistes in eaiortote©*, anA two suoh 
oalorteotsrs are described in this part of tte th@s&@*
Tte association of the amino aoidt $lyeiss, with
rtfi fltf
metal ions is a system which has been sxfcsnsively studied ; f *
Eitoilor and Mal©y ^  and Haaeollas haw us®d pot®nti©5B©tri©
msmsxmmt® at constant 5 and at wgyissg ioni© ®kmng%b&$ m &
thomodynami© constants have 'bmn obtained by Kosfe from pE
measurement© Davie® Koofoa? and &■& 32s33 8i®o
calculated thermodynamic functions fms the results of stability
m®a®uy®i8©&tB of sparingly soluble j&stal iodatss* Christenson ha®
nessima the 'teat© of formation of th© ooppesr glyoinat® ©oasplaxss
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oaloviaetrioftlly %  a ttaaerotjpi© titration prooota® •"■•
Th© mark desorited a# this psrt of tte ttesi© 
consists of the oalori&otrio teterfflinatiosa of tte teats of 
formation of tte ©espies®® formed tet»©@a tte d&mlsnt metal 
ions ©ebalt9 doppsr and sin© and tte g&yoiaato ®&ioa»
As was <$©a© by tenk 2^ *32 ^  mmm®& ttet only two 
©cmpXoxes M *  m&  M g  w©r@ tmm&  w ith  tte s ®  ions? under t te  
cond ition ©  o f  s tu d y .
BXmZMBSTAIi■ a w m w w m a a u »riw i g i ! j w irrin B »fir r r tf»
Preparation of Bea&ent&g
■giggins-t teals® gi&aim ®as used sitfcout ftotlrar 
purification*
lSM§S^.gEgtojJejL A ample of a sateated solution of
potassium hydroxide5 prepared fro© wasted AnalsE sticks and 
boiled ■» out distilled water? was dittst&d with carbon dioxide 
tree distilled water in a nitrogen atmosphere* The solution 
was stored in a p p m  coutaiuer connected* via m  air-tight 
Quickfit Joints to m  automatic burette suitably protected 
with soda - lime tubes* It was standardised by titrating 
against waited samples of potassium by dr ©gan phthalate* and 
the results of'duplicate experiments agreed to 0„ 1$,
Potassium Glvetnat® * Carbonate - Free potassium hydrosid®
• w a w C T M B M n r w w — nwfii n u m m  w i f f f «wrwr»MM>jiwMW'W5«aaaBgi» ** ^
was added to a weighed ©ample of glycine contained la a standard 
flask under an ats^ spter® of nitrogen. The solution was mad® 
up to the mark with boiled - out distilled water* A slight 
stoichiometric excess of potassium hydroxide was added to 
ensure that the glycine was completely converted to the A form*
£23~,J,S91S2Si Stock solutions were prepared f%m the
AnalaR salt and were standardised either %  ggwimetri© analysis
of the chloride9 as silver ohlorid© ^  or by using aa ion «
e&chaxtg© coXissn. Xn the latter methodp 10 ml« portions were
passed through & colrnn of AmfcerXlte X.R. 120 resin, in th®
hydrogen fom3 and the ©olusi washed with distilled water until
free fro® acid* The eluted hydrochloric? asld was estimated by
titration with standard sodium hy&r©2l&©0
CUPRXC PERCHLORATES . , „ , .. _  . .AnalaB psrohlorio acid was added to an
eseess ©f eupri© ©side in a pyrex flask and the solution was
heated9 at approximately 80°0P for twelve hours* The regaining
©side- was then filtered off s M  the copper s©XutA©n was analysed
35with potassium iodide and sodium thiosulphate and by using
an Mtarlit© X* R* 120 ion - ©sBhaag® goIubsu Both methods of
analysis agreed to within 0*2/.
2XBC PERCHLOBATEs Using sino ©xid®, stock solutions wer© 
prepared in a similar maimer to those of oisprio perchlorate, 
and analysed using .an ion exchange ©©Xus®.
Potassium chloride and potassium hydrogen phthal&te 
were of An^ laR grade and were used without further purification.
All volumetric apparatus was of Grads A quality* 
Glassware was cleaned with ethanolic potaeaiisa hydroxide 
and chromic acid, and flasks were steamed for thirty 
minutes* Samples of reagents were weighed out from pyres
weighing bottles on an Qertliag single-pan balance*
The differential thermocouple calorimeter is shom 
isi Figure t * It consisted of two silvered Dewar flasks, 
of l^OO ml* capacity, cemented into brass containers•
The rubber C-rings between the tops of these containers and
the screwed down lids ensured a water-tight seal* Perspex 
discs of a half inch thickness, wars ©easated to the uadersid® 
of the lids in order to reduo© to a minimum the air space above 
the solutions in the Bewar vessels* Four holes in the lid 
of the first Dewar accommodated a siiohrome wire heater, of 
knom resistance, a wibro-etirrer diaphrsiga, a B 24 socket, 
for on© end ©f a 60 Junction copper -©©nstgatse thermopile, 
and a mixing device* Two holes in the lid of tfeo second 
Dewar aeoosmoodaied a vlhro-stlrrer fiiaphragp aad s B 24 socket 
for the other thermocouple Junction* la order to reduce t© .a 
minimum any heating effects caused by unequal stirring, both 
stirring rods ware driven frm th© same wihrerotatory motor, 
(Vibr© - Misher, Messrs. Shandon and Co* Ltd*, England) by 
means of a specially designed chuck* Th© brass containers 
were bolted together and were completely immersed in a 
thermostat*
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The thermopile consisted ©£ sixty Jm&etlona of 
20 s*w*g* ©onstaataa wire and 34 s*w«g« enamelled copper wire*
The Constantsa wires were insulated to within ©f afi inch of 
their ends with P*V*C* sleeving aiad the oopper wires wer® wound 
on those* The ^motions were ssade by soft soldering the ends 
of the wires acd wsr© arranged to b® at regular interim!© of 
depths when placed m  the Dewar vessels* Araldit© eemeat was 
used to insulate the Jimot ions sad th© thermocouple was 
■ securely hound with uylon thread* fhe wires wore placed inside 
a rubber tube which had B 24 .©ones sealed to each end* When 
' the oams were fitted t© the lids of the ©slorjtaters the 
themcpile was at the ©©rrect height inside the Dewars* A water­
tight seal was obtained by coating the B 24 Joints with silicon® 
grease*
The thermopile were measured using a By©
Precision JDecad© potentiometer (type ?60O) p which had an 
overall range of 2*0 volts to 0*1 microvolts in sis ranges*
It was standardised using a 5 dial deoad© system in the battery 
circuit and the standard cell voltage was preset with a divider 
calibrated from 1.01800 to 1*01900 volts in steps of 10 microvolts. 
A switch incorporated in the circuit enabled internal checking
of the voltage of the standard ooll* Apy spurious 
thermoelectric e.m*f .a. could fee detooted m& eliminated 
by means of a reversing switch, although these were in aXl 
cases negligible.
A Scalamp galvanometer, (type 7904/5)* s -uaed as
a null detector in conjunction with a Pye galvanometer pre­
amplifier, (type 11330), and ohangos of 0*1 microvolts were 
easily detected, ocrrospoading to s heat change of about 0,1 
calories«
The heater is shown in Figure 2 * Two pXatiniia®
wire loops were sealed into the flattened cod of a pyres glass 
tube and copper leads were soft soldered to the plahiaifssu 
To the constricted end w  sealed a small glass former, 
approximately lw z !£% round which was woimd about twenty 
windings of nichrom© wire, (8 ohms per foot), the ends being 
spot welded to the platinium loops« The heater was insulated 
by dipping in a solution of formvar in ethylene diohloride*
19The heating circuit was similar to that of Pitsor , 
and is shown in Figure 3 • A variable resistance, A, was used 
to regulate the current which was measured by determining the 
voltage drop aoross a standard 1 ohm resistance, B, using a
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eaafeiOg® elide-wlre potentiometer* %  mom of a dunsy 
resistances equal to that ef the heater, the 12 volt battery 
wa® allowed to settle do1®  1*ef©r© being used in the heating 
circuit«
The sisisg devis© is shoma la Flges?® 4 « It 
consisted ©f a glass tubs, @f ©vsr 10 sal® opacity, which 
could 'fee sealed at Isoth ©Ms by rubber hsssgB cosuB&ted on to 
perspe® dig©©* The perspas discs were attached to nylon 
threads whloh ware led out of the calorimeter through the glass 
tub© supporting the isisiiag dsTlcg* Buriiag sm erperlmsnt, 
the contents of the mixing tofi©© could m  ©s^tied into the 
Dewar fcy'pulling on th© sylen threads®
Tfe© first differential thermistor calorimeter is shown 
in Figure 5 » Althou#* sssoh smaller, it was essentially the 
, same in design as the thermocouple calorimeters* The Dewar flash® 
were of 5®0 ml* capacity and again were cemented into brass 
containers* To achieve hotter thermal insulation, a solid, 
cylin&rioally shaped teflon hung, 4 cm* in length, was 
cemented to the underside of each lid instead of perepez.
The aisiag device and heater were mmtly the s a®© in design as 
those previously described® To facilitate its accommodation 
into the muoh smaller Dewar, the heater wa® slightly modified
3b
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Tagr ta&ding the glass toms* m®h that it m e  parallel with the 
wall® of the flask* &i this the ke&tas? ©ouXd be positioned 
very close to the B o w  thereby leaving tha m&E&mm), of
©pass© to aooosgso&at© the other pieces of apparatus*
Xr place of the thermocouples a pais of staiehed thermistors 
X in figure, (Stantel, Type F 15 MP)S of resistance 100,000 ohm* 
(temperature coefficient of resistance 4% per °0«,)p 
were used as the sensing elements* These ware incorporated in 
two arms of a wfceaistone bridge, as show in fclgore 6 ? 
the other two asms of similar resistance9he£ag high quality 
Halipot potentiometers* Cspaoity effects were balanced out by 
means of two 5 - 5 0  pF® variable-condensere-in-parallel with 
the Helipots*
The bridge was energised by a stablised 1 volt a*®« 
signal of frequency 1000 o*p«s« The out • of «* bslsno® sigael 
was amplified by means of a high * gal® amplifier and the output 
was fed to a &*©«< amplifier coupled to a 1 a*v« fast *> response ■ 
chart recorder (Honeywell Controls)* The sensitivity of the 
bridge oould be varied by w&ms of m  adjustable gain otmtrolo 
Since the high - gain sue* amplifier did not iaoorporat© a 
phase conscious synohronous detector , the out <*» ©f «* balance 
signal was always positive with respeot t© th© balanoe^point signal,
3*1
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asad the recorded signal passed through a miniats® at the 
balance - point*
To test th© linearity of the recorded signal, 
high quality 100,000 ©ka resistors together with high 
quality variable resistors m m substituted in place of the 
themisters, sad Figure 7 shows a typical plot of output 
signal vs* resistance ©hangs obtained during testing*
Within the region AB the output was proportional to the 
resistance difference between the two arsss ©f the bridge and, 
therefore9 the signal in this region could be used as a direct 
measure of the temperature difference between the calorimeters 
when the thermistors were incorporated in the bridge*
Position A corresponded to the bridge being about 6 ®V* out 
of balance* All heat measurements ware carried out within the 
output range A B.
Although the noise level was sufficiently low to
-5°enable temperature differences of about 10 Cjoorresposding 
to 3 z 1«T3 calories 9 t@ be detested, the most sensitive region 
of the bridge, which is theoretically at the balance - point, 
oouid not b© utilised as a result of the above method of 
signal amplification* To overcome this problem a second bridge 
was constructed in which th© high » gain a®c* amplifier _
41
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SaeofposaW a phase «=» conscious synchronous detedki?*
Xn this ©as® the bridge was eaargis©d by a stabilised 1 volt ©#e* 
800
signal ©f f w Q ©oge s« The oorrespetidiiBg plot of output 
algae! vs. resistance change during testing is shorn in
Figure 8 $ illuetrati&g how ‘feh® “bridge could ho used throughout 
its range9 including the region arousd the balanc® - point* 
fo msk© full us© ©£ the hotter linearity offered 
hf this bridge & third calorimeter im® ©onstruetet similar to 
the second .except for too modifications* T© isgpswe the 
flew characteristics within the calorimeter^ a as® heater was 
constructed sad this is shown in Figure 9 « It consisted of 
a hollow pyres glass tuh©9 1 csa 0 la diameter a m  6 <©-.« in 
length attached to a similar tube? ©«7 em» diameter sad 
12 cm. in length® T&® larger tuhe w&© closed at the hottest m& 
except for a small ho!© through.which the platinium heating 
wire5 (42 s.w.g.Js m© led. The wire was them m m d  round 
the larger tuhe and passed through ©aether small hoi© near the 
function of the tubes. At both holes enamelled copper lead 
wires were attached to the pXatiniu® end were then led up 
inside the heater and out ©£ the calorimeter# $he holes mere 
sealed with eraldite ssad the heater insulated by painting with a
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(solution of araldite On ethanol* The second msaifieatica 
was to Incorporate a heater and a nixing device into each lid. 
This enabled ©acta eslorosEoter to be used in turn to obtain
b ea t njoasurssaats 9 th© o tte r  be ing  used as th e  re fe re n ce *
It was found necessary, in the ease ©f the 
thermistor oalerooeters to fix the mixing device 9 beater ©t©« 
to the lid© with plasticine end to adjust their position® 9 
until optimum stirring conditions inside the caXoreaeters 
were obtained9 before sealing them permanently with sraX&it®* 
For each of the differential tteaaistor ealorometers, 
the heating circuit was designed such that an else trie tteor* 
(Ericsson Interval Timer), could be gynohronised with the. heater 
on • off switch* in alternative method of timing the current 
was to manually operate a Py® stop«oXoolE» Tests were carried 
out using both methods simultaneously, consecutive results 
being shown in Table T.
M L E  1
e D M M M M M e .
Mamssl Timiag Timr
(sees.) (sees.)
(a) Cloak hand initially 
moving through ssaro
120 120.094
120 120*091
60 60*047
60 59*955
60 60*015
60 60.055
(b) Clock band 
initially stationary
60 59*995
60 60.000
60 59*962
120 119*975
120 120*010
The accuracy limits of approximately - 0.1$ when ••timing 
manually ware considered low enough to enable this Es©r® 
convenient method to b© used*
©alortefcers wore completely iBsnersed in 
a thensostat which was maintained at 25° £ o.01eG using 
a large capacity sssrcuzy - tohmm regulator fitted 
with a iuavie proportionating hsad(^ yps Tol 3B) and 
an electronic relay (fype BA4^ )»
' m m m s m A L  m m a m .*u*ww»*aii»i.mnuiwtMHM— .. _ .y
®*a sensitivity of tbs calorimeter was- tested by 
d©t©rsiniaig the heat of. solution of potassium ohlccri.de in ■ 
water. Distil led water at 25°0 was weighed into the 
calorimeter and two to three grams of potassium chloride 
wore waited into the mixing device* which was then sealed* 
fke lids m m  screwed down and the thermopile inserted into 
the greased B 24 socfets. $he calorimeter was then placed in 
the thermostat*
After stirring for at least two hours* sad sometimes 
overnight* readings m m  taken ©very minute. When a steady 
©hang© of ©*m»£* had been obtained* heat was Introduced by 
switching the heater Into the circuit® fhe voltage drop 
across the standard 1 ohm resistance was measured every 
rnimts to ensure a steady heating current* After the heater 
had been turned oft  and the e.cuf* had settled down to another 
steady rate of change, the mixing device was opened and two to 
three minutes were usually necessary for the potassium chloride 
to dissolve completely. 'Sfeen the change in ©*sa*£* had ©no®
mors os©©®© steady 9 th© water equivalent was determined
by heating electrically.
Thermistor Calorimeters.
The sensitivity of the first calorimeter was tested
by datsraining the beat of solution of potassium chloride 
in water in a manner similar t© that already described.
As a result of the increased sensitivity offered by this 
calorimeter*? it was only naeessary to add approximately 0.05 gms. 
of potassium chloride from the mixing device.
The heat o f ionisation o f water was used to test 
the sensitivity of the second thermistor calorimeter* The 
classical method of determining A H  for the reaction*
rt + obT «==* b^ o  ...  (8)
is to measure the heat of neutralisation of a strong acid with 
a strong base. Sodium %droxid© solutions were sealed in the
mixing, devic® and the experiisent&l hast ohang© measured when 
they m m  mixed with dilute acid solutions contained in the Bswar. 
A stoichiometric excess of bass was used to avoid any heat effect® 
from the neutralisation of carbonate in the base.
so
D® fa©ra!3iJ2atiCI22. Of tllQ iis&ts Qf COfflDl©2£ j^OrfSSlt^ GS3
III order to determine the heats of complex 
formation* potassium glycin&te solutions were pipstted into the
mixing device and sd&sd to the metal solutions in the Bewar* 
Suitable final pHs* were obtainod by adding known woXumeB of 
standard lay dr gsIxIgtIo or perchloric acid to the IDs war solutiono 
• The heat of dilution of the metal solutions was assumed to b®
go
sero *% but it was necessary to determine the beat of .dilution 
of the potassium gJyoinat© solutions for each run* ■ This was 
don© by measuring the heat obtained on mixing the same volume 
of potassium glyeinata into a solution of tbs amm ionio strength 
as that of the m tal solution* but without the metal present* 
containing the bmob amount of acid. The pH of-, all solutions 
war© measured at this end of each run using an E.X.L. Direct 
Heading Sister (Mods! 23A).
Precautions m m  taken in all ©sperisssnts to 
exclude carbon dioxid® from the solutions* Mtrogsa was 
blown into both tb© raizing device and the Bswar while they were 
being filled* Hitrogen was also blows into tha' e&lerissstar whil^  
the lid was being screwed down and the ©pen ©ad of th© tub© * through 
which the nylon threads teom the raising'devie® protruded* was 
sealed with plasticine.
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The method used for th© evaluation ©f water
equivalents and th© heats of solution and formation was that
36
of Eitel « In figure 10 9 wMok is a graphical reproduction 
of part of one of the ©spsriissnts, ©»m« £* is plotted against tins* 
This was divided into thro© periods, the Anterior, the 
Experimental sad the Hating periods* ©as first reading wa® 
designated at time To 9 and at T^  9 where the reading was ,
the heater was switched on or mixing was affected*
The rate of change9V 9 was gives by (@Q ~ ©i ) / (T^  - Tq)^,Wot~\ 
and the average reading in this period was ©a » (©^  + Q^)jUv»
The experimental period stretched from to Tq9
th© corresponding readings being and © e • The heat effect
was exhausted lw T and the curve entered the rating period*0
The rating period was treated in the sees manner, the 
rate of ©hang© V and the average reading, ©y5 were given 
fey (e0 - »x) / (Sj - \ ) f r  v . iT 1 and J (6@ + e ^ M -
respectively*
The Regnault - Pfaundler formula was then applied to 
correct the experimental heat change for any variation in elopes 
of the anterior and rating periods* The correction applied to
(®e " A v* ®as
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and tbs corrected hoa|,'tifomgB m s  given by A ®  * ( &0 ♦ ®& - 
IttXtiplieatXon of A  ®fxff» by the wate ©gni^ aXesrfc (in eals.^ur» ) 
ga¥e the aaqperloeutaX^ ibeat ©hang©?~Q ©ale*
For the thdradater calorimeters chart res&inga ?^@r® . 
substituted for readings* otherwise treatment uas
identical*
Anterior and rating periods sere of./.the'birds? of 
5 to 3.0 minutes and the experimental period was from 2 to 3 
minutes for the dissolution of potassium chloride and 2 minutes 
for complex formation*
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Besults.
Bata available for the heat of solution of 
potassium chloride have been reviewed by ffiqhftrfeo and 
Keganovitch ^  and Rossini Direct comparison wi%*
results from other workers is  made difficult because of
the mde variety of concentrations and temperatures used*
20Davies9 Singer and Stave ley have corrected previous data 
to a standard dilution of 1 mol© of potassium chloride 
to 167 soles of water at 25°C. In this study* the results 
were corrected to StaveXsy9® ratio using Bossini9© tables . 
The results for the thermopile calorimeter are listed in 
Table Q and for the thermistor calorimeter in Table HI.
TABIB U>
Bun Wt.KCl. Wt. HgO -Q -&H
(ots.) . ..(/ffiSil (Oalo.) (k.cal.mole“
1. 2.348? 1,181.39 131.7 4.21
2* 2.9994 1,189.92 165.7 4.12
3. 2.8924 1,172.04 158.7 4.10
4* 2.9975 1,186.90 170.0 4.23
Bsan -&H > 4.17 - o.©7 k.eal.za©le~1.
TABLE
Run Wt.Kcl. m.y> -9 -AH
ism-) lim.) iSsl&d i^siS^sSai£il->
1. .0497 294.38 2.78 4*17
2. .0476 322.38 2.65 4*15
3* .0456 287.56 2.55 4.16
Hesa °»&H a 4.161 0.01 k. oal. anl* •1•
The mem values of 4*17 and 4*16 k* eal. aole~X compare well 
with those of Sfcaweley 20, 4*l84» and Rossini 4*194 K.cal. 
mole
The values in the literature for the heats of
ionisation of water refer to a variety of ionic strengths
40 19
and temperatures. Rossini and Pitser 7 corrected these
values to zero ienio strength and 25°C. Recently estimations
ware carried out at low ionic strength with a refined correction
for heat of dilution 41 and it has been shorn 42 that the A H q
value is independent of whether hydrochloric or perchloric sold
was used. In testing the thermistor calorimeter the heat
changes m m  limited to approximately the same as these ejected
in subsequent ©ample® formation esparhao&t®. The results are
shown in Table ff«
mug.
Tlrm ra Q $ oal*
Cool®) Ck*o@l#mol®^)
3® 5*4? 13*10 38 13.06
4® 5*56 13*31 38 13*27
5* 4*15 13*25 32 13.23
4*12 13*12 32 13.08
?• 4®33 13*83 33 13.80
8® 4*28 13*68 38 13.64
9« 5*54 13*27 36 13*23
10® 5*5? 13*34 36 13.30
Hama AH0 . 13.33 - 0.20 k.oal. Bole"1.
Wtee© ABj m d  &E& ere the heats of m t m  t&m&tim at th® 
ioziia strength m d  at m m  ioaio strength roqpeettvely*
*J?h© mem of the valisos is oeisgsratol® to those olritelned *by 
mm% mxk©m9 f^e®s© result® are 6ia®arX@®& is fsble V®
m m  w
c n a e n w w w n m r a S f
last of Ionisation of Water,
Baaation v «
(te«pal»iaole )
«M9*»
W » M M A X 8 W i
SCI * laOH 13*363 19
HC1 + Is® 13*320 43
B81 *8* SMB 13*336 44
HOI + laOH 13*356 20
BD10.4 4* la©a 13*334 45
HC10„4 4* M S 13*335 42
HO! + laOH -■■""13*34 42
HCHK
4 + laOH ' 13*33 this mtffc*
AXX the results for association experiments reported 
la this thesis were obtained with the second thezDsisto? 
calorimeter p the ioaio strength being maintained at 0*1 with 
potass!*®* ©hlorid©*
If m  appreciable ©mess of metal ion vim used la the 
association experiments and the pH was controlled ^conditions 
could be chosen such that only the Is! compex? Mi4*® ms formed* 
Th© concentration of ionic species were calculated from the 
following equations 8
s d
dieeso&i&iim oomtimtia of gXyoia®,
kt = {h*} [ha]/ [u^Jf, ------ ....(9)
sad kg * [ha] , .......   {10)
($te© taeaeea &®aot® aofrXv&tiea)
Th© association omntsa&t of the o©s^lesp
k = M /  [bP*][r]fs ,   .(11)
total acids ®a# ~ [^A*| + [ha] + [a"] + [e &+]....... ....(12)
m i total B»tal, T^, = [ha+] + [$?*].....   (13)
= t«A+] *   -*(14)
= [itt*] ♦ [»+]/a2( v t v 1 “N-K])...(15)
Multiplying eq«aUoa(15)tgr ( 5
m d  oraittls^ . coaeeataatioa hr&ck&ts f&r emvmimee gam
TmKfg (Ta - BgA* - HA - HA*) = MA*ffg(Ta - KgA* - HA - HA*)+MA+ ,..(l«)
Putting (T - H_A+-HA) s w  and reawasgiisg gave,
T Kf„ v - TJEf- HA* = HA+Bf»v - (i3A+f Kf„ + HA*m 2 © 2 d d
i.e. Kfg(HA*)2 - »A*. |sCf2 (f^ ♦ v) ❖ lj *TBKf2T = 0 ...(17)
Mtt&g [Hd+] :0 & equation (16) for the first &$®U 
osmjbX@& a ¥alua for to b© obtained froia equation.
(IT)# This ©e&louXated ^&S&© m &  thm substituted Sato 
equation (16) and tlx© ©alss&lation repeated until, 
eoffiseoutlv© solutions of equation (IT) were identical*
The concentrations of the other toaie speoies mr@ then 
obtained fro© equations (13)* (11)* (10). and (9)*
The abow treatment represents a rigorous solution 
of ih© proble®*. In order t© facilitate the sueeessiw 
approxtatta prooatare, a preltaiiu*? valus ftr £»♦] 
was substituted into equation (16) before the oyoliag 
process was started* This preliflainagy m l m  was 
oaleulated from the following equations9 (omitting 
mmm&vatim brackets)
®a - 5SA* 5 HgA* ♦ HA •#• A'
= |H*} m/tejfj + ha +
s r H A ^ k ^  1 + V ^ K ) . .......
Substituting Jm*] s 0 ia equation (18) enabled a fslw for 
(jSij'to be .obtained*
Sino© it to® assumed in this treatment that 
[ha*] « 0 for the finat oyola, the dsjfivad vatae of [ha] 
nas too large and Hesse [a”] and [ma*]5 oaleslaM fires 
equations (10) and (14) respectively* war® also to© large* 
Substitution of this oaleulated value for |lA*j is equation (18) 
reversed the above results ssad gave values which were to© 
small* Successive cycling by this preliminary approximation 
procedure gave* therefore* m  oscillating approaefe. to a 
oonatant [ka+] value* and this value was substituted into the 
main calculation*
By contesting ©xp©rtemts with an appresiabl® 
excess of ligand md ©©utrolling the pH t© a rather higher 
value* the predominant ©omplos tosmd was the 1»'2; species Milg* 
Both the mpper assd the ©©halt mmplems mr® studied under 
these conditions and the concentrations of ionio spool®® tot® 
oaleulated by extending the procedure already doseribed to 
Inolude th© eossplex BiAg as veil as MA* * It was not
possible to study the aim ooi^loxes in this sine® the
solution in this m m  had to b© kept below ©bout pH? t© prevent 
precipitation of sin© hydroxide* '
T&© measured heat oteage* was expressed by*
Q 3; Q 1 + jq(?) ♦ q(2) * q(3) * q(4)J *•••••••••••• **(19)
where Q ! was .the matribatioa fmm the heat of ©espies: 
formation* q(l) * the hm t o f dilution ef the 
potassium glyeisaate,' q(S) * the hest dm to formation of 
water* md q(3) aggd 0,(4) g the heat @©atrib^ti@Bs trm okmgm 
in'the ligaasd equilibria® The v&lu© o f q(l) see tifotaitted frost 
a blank von ©arried ©at for ®mh espariM&t®
Knowing the pH of the bleak solutions* 
oonoeufcratioss of the add species fA^ J-g * ' l**2^ ls ,an^  I?^ 3b
w@f© oaleulated is m  the dissociation ©©asts&ts of
«*3 **2glyeim s k- r 4 * 4 6 -as 1® moles 2* and
1 0 ,46
kg s 1*6?.,x 1CT »2©s 1# * md fxm  the
expression for the total acid*
*a = m  * m * iv i
= M  * K !  iA l ^ A g  *2 i®^} I1 ]fi/ *1*2*1
heaee [a**] = Ta/. ( A ^  )*
Th© correspond iffig ©onsentri&tAo&s in the ssetal ©@sspl@xisag 
experiments* M o *  W o  and I HgA^, (at pHc)s were 
oaloulatat by the isetfaod.. already described md the heat 
contributions* q(3) ■' @s& q(4) were evaluated fipo®
the appropriate tests of protonation
A* *H* ^5 M *  A H ^ r  «20®@o''k.©a2#mol^1* 
sad HA + H+ sAB^ - - ®*95 k*es2#ro©X«r *^
The hast oeatrilmtioEij &(2)* was ehlealAte& 
from pig and pH^  mi®g Stm>ley*a value9 «$tt 3 13*36 
&• ©si# mol© * for the teat of formation of water#
With a terolcdg© of q(l}9 q(2)f q(3) ®nd q(4)* 
the. experimental teat to© to ©omples; formation* Q* 9 v m  
@sloalat©d fross equation (19)* The heat of complex 
format ion* Ah^ was thm oaXm&ate& for an
icmi© strength of 0*2 and the thermodynamic teat of ooiaqplex 
formation* A>H^ kaoalomole* « was derived from th© equation*
AH0 = AHj * 2.303SS2 !  ( ^  )log fi* , ( Safi.4? )
in which the valued of B * the dieleotri® oossetant of water* 
were those ©f Aksrlof ^  «
Th© results for the heats of formation of cobalt (12)* 
copper (11)* end sine (11) glyoinate eosplexea appear in 
Tables fl to XI*mam m*m
4>5
Table 71.
Run Total 7ol* A ©
(units)
w.@« 
(eal.unit )
■~Q
.(cal.V
1 300 ft ,8 .IS? 1*503
2 300 15*3 .112 1.712
3 300 14*9 .122 1.822
4 300 14.I .122 1.715
5 3G0 17*6 .103 1.809
~Q*
1.225
% V |86
1.057
1*212
1*044
44*
Beat of Formation of tbe Cofc&It SJyeinate Complex* M l
1
2
3
4
5
I&lar Concentrations
Bun ® .103m 1 .103i &> . . [_MA+].10
1: 6.5480 1.6760 1.4357
2 9.8220 1.6760 t.3597
3 8.T850 1.6760 1.2773
4 9.8220 1.6760 1.3709
5 8.t850 1.6760 1.2773
Bun AHj. A h©
-2.84
-2*9*
-2*75
-2.95
-2.72
(k.pal»nK>&>~*»)
i u H i i m i  iiiiiiii,! I i w f i i a » — m — w o h — hwtefia 
-2*18
-2*25
-2.09
-2.29
- 2.06
ikmn A eq = -2.18 « 0.05
(s?
Hun Itotal Vol. A  8
(units) <
W*E,
Eead-»»nHr^)
-Q -Qfl
(sal.)
1 300 25.0 .126 3*148 3.421
2 300 27.5 .114 3.136 3.296
3 300 29*2 .109 3*186 3*367
4 300 27.5 .116 3.186 3*473
5 300 31.6 .101 3*193 3.482
6 300 26.4 *119 3.137 3*412
Heat of Formation of the Copper Gl^ oinat© Complex* M + *
Molar Concentrations
Hun
M y a u » B «
$ .to3flt T ,103a^t»ww<iyaiaa»iMn<i
|h &+].io3
1 5.2567 1.6760 1.6071
2 6.3080 1.6760 1.5721
3 6.3080 1.6760 1.5786
4 5.2567 t.6760 i.6»m
5
6
4.2053
4.2053
1.6760
1.6760
1.6118
1*6075
Hun
1
2
3
4
5
6
cai»moi0 *
-7*20
A h
“6*44
“6*33
=6*45
-6.52
—6.54
■4*41
Msaaa A h  « ?-6. 45 ~ G*04 k. oal.mola"*^  - o
Tabls ¥111.
Run
.■oaMartoitM"
Total Vol. A ®
(units)
W.E. 
Coal.uait"” ) Ccsl.)
1 m 27.2 .112 3.050
2 300 28*5 .107 3.049
3 300 66.6 .122 8.122
4 300 63.7 .724 7.899
5 300 69.5 *117 8*127
-Q>
(calQ
.354
*365
.682
.225
.100
4»8
Bsat of Stenatfoa of tba Zinc Glycinate Complex, H&*V
Molar Concentrations
Han T . tO3m f&.103
t 6*8223 12.1730 2*7406
2 6*3032 12.3290 2.8293
3 9.1000 2.5000 0*8567
4 9*1000 2.5000 1*9822
5 9.1000 2*5000 0*8954
A E j. 
{k.cal.2a>le~ .^)
A h0
(k.eal.inole~**)
1 -3»97 -3.31
2 -4.05 -3*39
3 -3*20 -2.54
4 -3*78 -3*12
5 -3.71
Ifess A^L •* *
-3*05 
-3*08 - 0.17 k*cal(
1?&b2e JU
Baa 5tetal Vol* A® W*E. -Q*
A
(clI>) fatttfrg) fpal»nnit" ) (cal«) (cal»)w c w r » w  l i y f i M i ?  t^iirwiiitijrwrwTWrtyw. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wn?— n i M i i H . i m n i l
t 300 78.9 .121 9.543 2.321
2 300 76. f *»aB 9.740 2.568
3 300 74.8 9.646 2.427
4 300 77.© .128 9.848 2.307
5 300 82.9 .117 9.696 2.518
6 300 79.9 .123 9*832 2.479
Stesfc -o f Form ation o f tlio  C obalt Compte:*
Mi&lap Concentrations
Hun T .103 m 0?a.1O3 [wfj.io4 [maJ.103«ar»jotffjiwj»7Hir»itfnwifF
1 1,6370 6.7040 2.2380 1*3864
2 1.9644 6.7040 3.9321 1*5313
3 1.8007 6.7040 3.O826 1*4595
4 1.6370 6.7040 2.2088 1.3894
5 1.9644 6.7040 3.9321 1.5313
6 1.8007 6.7040 2.9624 1.4723
Run A h0
*) (ke
A
^ai.SMsX©.”* }
1 “5*58 “4*92
2 “5*59 “4*93
3 “5*54 -4*86
4 “5*52 “■4*86
5 “5*48 “4*82
6 -5.61 -4*95
Bean &H « -4.89 « €.02
TsJhlo X*mm
Hun Total Vol.
{ml*)
A ®
(traits)
W.E.
(oal.unit- )^ (cal.) (eal*)
1 300 82.0 .156 12.797 13.202
2 300 70.8 .151 tO.685 11.422
3 300 75.8 .149 11.895 12.296
4 3©o 84.7 .150 12*709 13.129
5 300 73.0 .146 IO.664 11*276
6 300 7 M .158 12.077 12.444
Heat of Sbrmtion of tha Copper Gljoimts CosipXes:* Mg*
£&lar Concentrations
Ban 7? .*10^  m f .to3 a [h &+J,1Q4 [j&J.IO
1 3*2802 6.7040 1.6974 3.1101
2 2.6283 6.7040 4.6597.10-3 2.6279
3 2*9437 6*7040 1.4856.« T 2 2.9422
4 3*2802 6.7040 1.6495 3.1149
5 2*6283 6*7040 4.7951.10-3 2.6279
6 2.5437 6.7040 1.5251.io“2 2*9422
Ban A ht A  EX ©
« * 4  ,  * • * <
(k»oal+isoie. ) (k».eal»inple* )
1 -14*14 -13-48
2 -14*49 -13* S3
3 -13*93 -13*27
4 -14 05 -13*39
5 -14*30 -13*64
6 -14*10 -13*44
Ifean A b^ *■ -13*51 - 0*09 k*csl.!aole*“^*■*'* 4#
o La p w w wfWitne^gnirpy- ^
Pi3CB83Kar»
®h® work dene, W, in forming an ion ~ pair ftpcm 
the separate ions in eolation can be written ->*,
• - 4 s " »  ln55>5     (20)
where H i© Avagadro9s nia&ber and k in the Boltzassa constant*
Vhs term *=M In 55*5 i® e characteristic of reactions in
aqueous eolation in wfaxtik the number of solat® particles
decreases by unity, 55*5' being the number of moles in 1000 gets*
of water® Its inclusion renders Z dimensiomless* The forces
between two oppositely charged ions in sciatica cm b®
considered to be m &© ^  of long - raage, or electrostatic,
and short - range , or qumtum mechanical terms* While the
electrostatic force will be om of attraction# the quanta
mechanical force may be attractive or repulsive depending
upon the electronic configuration of the ions* fhe work
term# W can therefor© be considered to be composed of two
parts * W , sensitive to environment and temperature,
©nw
and W , insensitive to environment and independent of 
non
temperature* Equation (20) can therefore be written,
W « V7 + W = -kT( InK + ln55*5 ) - ~kTlnK ••••••(21)
env non
83n@e 9 is etaotroatatlo in origin# it will
vary with temperature in the bw.q way a & the reciprocal of 
the dielectric ©©nsttsnt of the solution®
For normal tssperateos tho variation of the dielectric 
constant with temperature can he expressed by the equation,
1/D - sT/0/Do ,
wher© and 8 are ©onstants for the chosen solvent*
Xf W& m  is proportional to i/d /equation (21) will have 
the form,
T/9 
a + e '
InK =-o — —     .(22)
* T
where ca . \ Qnfe and ceT/0 = \ nv/k
By differentiating equation (22) with respeot to teaqaeratur®
and equating to sero a/f2 * (l - f/8)e^® p? * 0
It oan b® shown that la KL will pas© thro®# a mintaa 
*
at temperature T when,
T* * 0(1+* a/eT /G )
* # 
where W is the vain© of W at tofflpsratuz© $ *©nv onv
Thu® the position of the aaintaa depends not on the so®
W ♦ W - bat on their ratio* non @nv 7
At tenperatoEres below f*s K rsiLum will 
decrease with Xnoraasing tssaper&tur® duo to the tendency
for thermal agitation to oauae dissociation of the
«•
associated ions* At tsjsperatores ahov® ! f K value©
will increase with temperature da© to the decrees© in
#
mutual potential energy* fk® position of T may h® 
siaffieXeatXy low to be below the freezing point of the 
solvent* In this ©as® & laK / dT will b© positive over 
the satire tes^oratoe rang© where studies are possible, 
inferring predominately electrostatic interactions in the
associationo this behaviour has been noted for the
*52alkaline earth hydroxides* MoteXey oaloulated the 
teaqperaturee at whieh hM^ for some transition metal 
oxalate© was zero and it was found to fall along the 
aeries Hi, Co end Mia* This possibly reflects the 
increasing B-typa oharaeter with luereasiisg atomic nsaaber 
in the first transition series*
Sine® it hm been suggested that the heats of 
formation of complexes are related to metal — ligand bond 
strengths and that bond strength® are increased by
increasing W ^*54 ^  oxothenaioity of a reset ion
non
e11
would be expected to isaare&s© with T*®
This has been shown to ho so for transition metal glycinate,
malonate* oxalate and y3»aianlmate complexes ^  •
2n complex formation the nitrogen atom donates
its lone pair of electron© more readily than does the oxygen
atom and henoe fores bonds whioh are more covalent*
*
This leads to a greater ^ non 9 a higher T 9 and K values
eg
whioh decrease with increasing temperature* Uusitalo 
has shown that when the donor atom is oxygen, the entropy 
term is important# hut with nitrogen as donor, the enthalpy 
change is of greater importance* When both nitrogen and 
oxygen are present T A s  and A h are cosparable for 
strong complexes, but T A  S increases in importance as the 
stability of the complex decreases# These points are 
illustrated by comparing the thermodynamic properties of 
the reactions between cobalt (ll) and the glycinate and 
oxalate ^  anions which are given in Table XXI*
TABLE HI,
Reaction «■» A® -»AH AS*
Co2* + G~ 5.69 2»22 15-?
Co2* + Coc“ 6.54 -0.59 23.9
13
Although the stabilities of the sm® orders the beats
and entropies as*© quit® different for the two ©ea^Xesea,
a maoh more ©xottossio heat of taxation being obtained
with the nitrogen containing ligm&v gXyoine*
fh© mts?©^ aoomspamying m m t l o m  of the t^pe (X)
® m  he ©onsifeed to bo n»do up of too parts, a $eos?@a©© in
entropy fee to the retetisa on the nnmhe* of solute pssrtiolos
in solution and an increase due to the neutralisation ©2? partial
nentralisatloSft of charge ^ hieh lead® to a d®os?e©e® in the
*58ordering of solvent moXeonlee* Krank and Bvaas  ^ h®m 
suggested that imm in solution orientate the water iMsXeeuXes 
©round then so as to foe® m  effective i^eeberg^ y the process 
being similar to a partial frsesiisg of the liquid® ffens the 
'removal of loss from the solution? as in the process of o©npl@E 
formation, will lead to a breakdown of this structure and a 
resulting entropy ©hang® favouring oossples formation* Sino© the 
entropy effoot will he related to the isni© changes* ® large £kB 
will he ©speoted in reaotissas aeeoopanied by ©onsiderabX® ohergo 
neutralisation and a Im  AS In reactions for whioh there 1© 
little change nsoivallsatleB* This ©splaim  why the m tm py  
;ohango Is greater for ligands eentaiolng ex3rgoe& rather than 
nitrogen ©ontainiBg Bites*
WLtSjug em osSvapy oyole
t|8+
“(«)
“W
,b-
(e)
A
AV(2)
aH , * -
As (3)
■iniimni tr Him     —
-AsAsb
“ teb)+
A s B5rd^
K A > ^ )+
(■!•) is tbs fmtspopy change accesapansrSsg the 
hydration- of th® gas phas® ca^l«5 (2) BBS A s ^ ( 4 )
&ee th e  ccresfipond jjog  ^alna®  and th e  emgl&&
and A s  (3) is the entropy okmge m  association. in tbs gas
85
phase,, tbs observed eatropy of association ©an be ^ rittea*
s^abS - AW4) - AV1) - AV2) * aV3) (23)
ASj^(l) can he obtained from
the diffmiaoo in standard ©f the i w  in the gas (Sg)
and the aqueoaa (S®) phases® Mill© these are Isnossi for a
£s\
large nomber of twm 9 they are m% haotm for the glyoiimt© 
anion# The aqne«© phase entropy of the m l m  ism obtained 
free til® crystal entropy* the entropy of hydration* th@ 
esstTOpy of dissociation of glyote®# 0^T 8*3^*®®
obtained from salability mssursassits at a mwsr of
61 a
tenpsratures * and 8 ^  was than detemted from tho 
dissociation
HA ^ sasah H* + A~ , 
tbs values being shown in Table XlTT «
Table xTjJe
Soryat A s Bard ~ ^ SAsb
Glyoine 26.1 ^  14*4 -8.8 ^
All entropies in oal#/deg#8s©le®
+31«7
Where crystal ssstvopies aM so lu b ility  data ®r© 
n&t available* aqueous phase entropies isay b© calculated fro® 
a rariter ©f ©i^irioal relationships* Powell and Latimer 
suggested an equation for the entropy ©f tasm&toeaife ions*(based 
m the standard* S®g+ » 0)*
S° * 3/2 E M  + 37 ~ 210.z/r* 
where M is the atoffiio wight* a the ©fcarg© and r$ the 
effective ionic ra d ii ©f the ions* with esrreetissas fo r 
hydration® These ©oraeotlons were for cations* *  2% f
42)
and for anions + 1A •
l«aidler * missg the value siaggested by Sfosmsy 
of 8°g+* *  -  5*5 calo/deg«mol@o *^ s proposed, fo r noBatemie 
cation® the ©q®atio%'
"'Vb. «'V**U* +10.2 - lfiZ2/^
whioh he considered to h© theoretically ®cr© Justified® 
Bqutstioss have Ibesss developed by Cobble ^  for the calculation 
of the entropies of ©espies evasions and simple ©ompleses 
and he has estended -this eethed to aqueoos ^ ganl© solutes*
©©jsplexes sad ©hel&tes* and Powell have also derived
66m  equation fo r osyanaoas •
%%
Xa the gas phase# the entropy ©hsage A 3 (3)
S
inolu&es ^ otfe rotational and trai^ latiossl tsrar-s#
V 3) " W  ^ * * h ) * SroU
' “to™.****) - ■ rot.
For aonatomio loos id the gas phase only the translational
entropy tem is involwd* Strsns* fo3p monatoffii© ions and 
diatomic isoleouXcs may he obtained from the Saokisr - Tetrode 
equation uhiokg, at 25°Q9 has the fossa*
Strsns® * le5 E la M *5* 26*039
h^ero H is the atoaiOp or moleoalar weight of the ion#
.  a- %
For symmetrical* mm * linear anions, (e*g* SO^  )9
. (AV ) may ha obtained from the equation* rot>*
Sr<rt (Ab“) » 2.3868 (3 logf + 3 logIA - 2 logo”) + 267*52, 
share 1^  is the moment of inertia about the bonds*
(S — —  0 in this ease)# and CT is the symmetry masher 
For an ion - pair ehioh can be considered as a 
linear molecule*
Strj]M » 8m <  - 2.2868 (7 logs + 3 1®S*1 + 2 loglg - 2 logo")
* 6*661^
6?uhere is the moment of inertia about its ©sis •
To deal with rigid* non - linear ioa - pairs* hmm&p9 it is 
necessary to intro duo® the moments of inertia about the
S8,
Sr®t, • 2*gS68 (® 1«$? ♦ 3 le# ♦ log I^Xglg - 21®g <r)
- 7.697
The product of the principal moments of inertia can be
oaloolated by solriiig the det©ratea$
^ V c
-I
xy
sz
-Ixy
+1yy
-xyz
~izz
•Iyz
+1zz
X_ eat et©e ere the moments and products of inertia sc ay ■
with repeat to a oo-cMinste system fearing the centre of mass 
as origin#!®**
*** -&i(.y±2 + zt2 ) •*•*.
I,y * Z W i   ’
ihere 2,» is the aass of tfes atom 1 i^os@ oo<=>ordinates are 
\® 3g* \  «d Z»* « M® X«*r@y investigation has shorn 
that nie&el glyeinat® 1® almost planar and this can he 
for the other glydna&e ooaplestes*
It ,ta© h&m itoam that the gme®m entropies @t 
cobait m d  soae other tr©nsition mstaX glyeia&te .mm$\®KQ& ©re
very nearly ©onstsi&t at 5?*® oal«deg"^ « molUT^ p for both the
+ 28 
HA. and M g  eoa^lsses 9 sad this value va® ©ssuaed la the
oas® of the crarrespcsidlttg oopp®? and sino epeeiee* Sho
22entropies of tfee metal ions were those of St&veXoy and Randall « 
Substitution of entropy data isate equation (23) 
gave J&Pgyg (4)9 the hydration entropy of the ®®a^l«x and 
the values are listed in fable XH»
tasks o t *
® M M a » o « « > 9 « e i « M a M M N a »
Th@raB0dyi8©alo Properties*
Gemplex* S samples
..ft.___ __ ^gAssoo«
<?1 •1 0 * * . A
* » « m e a 6 S * * N » a »
co e+ 57*® 15-7 3606 1*35
Cu 8* 57«0 17,8 31.1 1*39
Z« 0* 57.0 14.8 36.0 1*39
Co 82 56*9 11*3 9.3 1*35
Cb 8g 5 ?«® 10o8 6.4 1*39
-1 -1all entropies in cal.deg* mole. •
Ths & electronic ©onfigur&tion of oqpper (IX)
1® capable of additional stabilisation due to tetragonal
distortion of the ©otshedral eym®try as a result of
the 'Js&m - Taller offset* This will result in four short
bonds in the asy pEsne and tm  long boMs along the s-asis
and the effeet upon the themodynsni© properties ©ay he teo»
70
fold • The iBureaeed covalent nature of the ©hortenefi
metal~llgaad bond® in the plan© will® as has already
1>©en discussed, he reflected by a nor® ©gother®!© enthalpy
of format Ion whm the coordinating atom in the ligand is
nitrogen® It ©an b© 'seam in Table H  that this is the oas®
with the giycin&te colleges* When anionio ligands are
involved, the oloeer contact of the metal end ligand donor
-atone in the sy pis®© will result in a more effective charge
neutralisation in the owples and this is reflected in the ®or®
positive (4) for the ©sspper glyoinste ©sfapXeses
(Table Iff)f a result which has also h©@a observed for the
71malonates and succinates • It ©an also been seen in 
Table Iff that th® entropies of hydration for the MAg ©ospleses 
are nodi less negative then for the ©©rrespendSng. I d  speoies
MA% because the f©m®r are uncharged®
Siroe ‘to T&fom® of 3 {mva&lox) m® ©isaiXar
©
for ell the raaotleffijs Aa^ t> will therefor© U largely 
detarmtaed fey diffeffaaesa la Siydjfatieo. Stamley studied 
the reeetiaus of ethylene diaminetetreaoetat © with a
rasta* of B2®tal tags m d  mamed A s ^  (2> «®d A  3^(4)
22 ■ • ' ' -  t© Is© ©emtot *• Wfe®% however, &\m wa® plotted
ag&test X/a?-* t!®a© gjopar&t© ©$5.ot©s w?e ©Ms&md*era
ffeos© for divaleut i®m with iaert gas stootwas m d
tTmsltim Beta! i®m w o  li&esFf tut la the ©as® of
tewalosst teas © ©3®v@ was obtained* IsmoXXsss las® ©ho®©
km®m&9 that if plotted ©gaiissst &sm  (1) 8
12
straight liise is ohtaised for all of the ©osspXeMa *
4 maher of relatieaeMps between'ca&t&egdee sad
the properties of ieae hm® h©es deisoBatratsd. Lattoa? foisad
© «*x »x
that values* feasted m  S H+ “ “2 * X e&2«de$*- ®©X© »
w©r@ prop©rti©MX to Z/p** where s was the dksrg© ©a the ion 
©sad r® the ©f festive radios (i*e* *• o«l 8 wd i& + 0*85 8)^ ®
lair GBd Ha&ooll&e h&m ebons that A 8^(4) varied XtoarX^ with
 ^ T4
(y «s* sp ) for ‘uoeharged iosa — pairs of XsX ©X©otr©X$t©2& *>
•§• «<•
In the preseat work mith& &S^g(4) ®o**' varied ISs&earX^
with ® George hoeever« has foimd relationships of t o  t$pe»
^®Aas ^  values, af
tli© eon8ta&t ©3?© reqoixad .far diffottant cgEStaBB s&d Davies
has ©horn itei thl* veto is? sppaapeatly depentait ia$«m the 
@atr©py of hjilxatim of the varia'bl© lea ^  *
The Heats o f Formation of some D iva len t Myfcal Ion
CosiT&effes tyith 
EGTA» £di~(2~afflinoethQ%y)~Qthanotetraacetio acifll and 
EHPGj [&iaminoathane 3T,H* di-(o-hydro^pliegylaoetio acil u y i i i * < a ^ H i u i M ^ * u w W t ' i u i > w w i a a M W « w » w < » « w r i w W M i i » w < i , > i > w  1 i»i— wirmawraTtAiriM m w n m u n  iTinlWiiiw^Baw
ai m m  Bivalent m a l
T im  somptese feasd betaem the alkaline earth 
oatlons and polyafidnooarhocsylate lig&ade, (&) ? te® a 
particularly suitable socles, for study* ' %£ the hos&iog
mre purely ©leotrosiaii©* the cxfdar of stability wzrnM be 
expeoted to follow th© inmrm orte of ionlo radii-via*
%gL >  *w. >  V  >  * M -
Although the last thro© assffihsrs l&v&ri&bly eonfoana to 
this se<gue&a©9 tbs sssoolatioa cemsterk for U gh la 
fsroquanbly ao&siderably smile? than that gttedieted on the 
basis of sdispl© loado bonding* t8tos&& the stability ©osastimt© 
of the 3.81 coEplorsss of mSA witli Cs2* (l©g£ « 10*93)5 
Sr2^( logic ® 8® 45) o and Ba2v { logS « 8*32) ions ar© 
similar to those of the ©thyleuedlsE&z&tetra&cetlo acid
Pa * ‘ *
(SDTA) eomploses whereas the vain© for S g ^ (la $ l - 5.2?)
1© a factor of 10'smaller than that for
In rods? to be able to discuss tbs mason for the 
observed orders of stability* it is desirable to kaow tbs boat 
sad entropy as well as the £s©e ©new soaesap&ggrlag
the a&eoolatioa reactions*
From. a consideration of free energy -feta alos^ ? th© anomalous
"behaviour ©f th& i&gassiina OhsX&tes has oftaa hsssa attributed
to the di££i©ul% of a xsultideatata ligand to fold round tbs
small cation sufficiently closely for all Its donor stow
to be "bound« Shis would result la fewer bonds "being laad© to
the mags® slum iens with tfca replaafeaaat of a smaller number ®f
water molecules fromsi its coordination shell* eBi& relatively
large and positive entropy changes found for such reactions
however 9 indicate that ©tsar factors may b© important®
la order to S&aeoss in more detail tbs important
factors involved in t&s assooi&tion reaction©* precise
oalorimetrie hmt ©ksagas have boon obtained tab the
association of the BOfA ioa with the alkalis© ©arth cations5
and with the loss© cadmium (.11) and sine (11)* BBSsslts were
obtained for cadmium and sine in ordor to ©cap®® with tbs
78*79
markedly differing results which have been published 
for the eoi&plesea Cd ECS'A^ and S&s BGTA2*
fhe heat data hass boon combined with temm stability 
constant© to giro the cor re spoadi ng entropy changes and the 
thermodynamio proper ties for th© formation of the alkaline 
SGrth complex©® sro discussed and comparsd with sdsaHar data 
for other sn&noacti&OQgylate complexes*
heats of formation of the complexes of 
BHPG with the divalent ions $MgBasiuss? calcium* strontium 
and Barium have been dstsnalaed in order to provide mors
tkemodynamic data for us© in the general discussion of 
the as&aooarbaxylate ooiaptees* ITo values for the hosts 
of protonatioa of this .ligand have baon reported and it 
was necessary t© deters&ffi©.. these eaiorisetrioaXly*
gMfti ®io jwpity of the E0TA, (Saisx Beagant), was 
astimtad fcy titrating with a standard osloiun solution In
An
an ammonia buffer 9 using ©rioeh&om blade f as indicator » 
EHP&L ' sol£&$ {Juto B®agent}9 was dissolved in a 
strong base solution. and ro^ precipitated by add!eg acid to 
pH 7» fhia preoeta© was repeated ttoae time©* Percentage 
slemeaftasy1 analysis figures axe starn bolow* the figures 
in brackets being the theoretical mime based ©a the formulas
S18 H20 °6 M2 *
C B 0 I
59*54 (59*99) 5*70 (5*60) 27*06 (26.64) 7*7© (7*77)
Potassium Salts of tbs Ldgsuadss
II » — i i |i I I I  i l l  f    f t f  n  . n i m . S M I I
Standard solutions m m  prepared by adding 
sufficient carbonate - f&ee potassium hydroxide to neutralise 
the four ioni sable hydrogens of the acids* 
fetal Solutlonas
An&IaR ratal chlorides m m  used for all the cations 
studied with the exception of sine.* Solutions of aino chloride 
weropprepsrod by the following rathod* To a weighed amount of 
sin© osld® ms added a sli@b& ©toiohiomstrio deficiency of
concentrated An&l&E lydrocklori© acid whos® chloride ©onte&t
had Men ©becked gravitetrioally by precipitation as silver
ehlorM©# The solution ms shaken until tbs reaction ®a®
complete, th©& filtered through a low porosity paper# Stook
solutions m m  analysed for sine by precipitation of the
80
metal as its gpinalftioste •
Heats of Complex Formation#<w n n m B v r ;i « 3t t « ^ a>«amwttff»an^ j;x>2agh«(taM^yniawcriir.vi.j<>aitfa>»cai^ gtj»5gas5i»
The j& qgq8xxb& followed for the determination of the
heats of complex formation was similar to that described by
21Cara and St&veley for the oorr©©ponding SSTA complexes ♦ 
Eelativaly concentrated solutions of the potassium salts of 
EGTA and EBBS, containing a ©light excess of potassium 
hydroxide, were placed in the mixing device# “Eh© heat© of 
mixing of identical volumes of these solution© w©r® detsmiaed 
with (1) divalent metal chloride solutions containing 
sufficient acid to give a suitable final pH, pHg, the 
corresponding heat change being Qg cal#v and (11) a solution 
containing no compl©sing cation but otherwise identical with 
solution (1), (heat changep *3g cal#, final gH9 pBg)* The ionic 
strength, in both solutions, mo maintained at 0*1 with 
potassium chloride*
%She heats of profanation of EHP0 deter©!md
in a similar maimer* at an ionic strong!;!* of 0.1* ffi&© heat 
of mixing of identical veXus&s of solutions of th© potassium 
salt of EBP© warn determined with* (2) solutions containing 
varying amount© of hydroehlorio acid* (heat change 
& esuL* final pH* pH* )9 and (11) a blank solutionQ Q
containing only sufficient potassium chloride to maintain 
the final ionic strength at 0ol9 (heat change Q*geal»* final 
pH* pB’jj )„
RoSUltS 8
She difference, (Qc - Qg), betaaan the heat 
changes, gave the heat change far the process 2i,
^  + 4  + “ S  + i4B + ^  + Hgh g"
 ^ IS»2 + -i- + Hgh2- + 3g <t» OH”
.Tk& eoatrat&ens of all ionic species oculd "be calculated 
from the toaaaured pH^ and pH^ fcy using equations fox* the 
total metal concentrations.*
*■ * M l  ♦ I ® 2"]
the total acid concentration,
*t - K " ]  ♦ [ h / 1  ♦ M i  ♦ [l4-]
e leetronsutrality 9
2M 1  + [roH] + M  “ M  + + ^ M " !  + 2^HgL2”]
+ 2[hl2-] ♦ » a ,
the complex association constants,
K - [j£b2i  / Js2*]
71 —9and the acid dissociation constants 9 kg « 1*33 s 10 , and
K, a, 2c93 x lcT10 * falues of K at 20°0 ^  mr& corrected'
4
to 25°C hy using the ?an*t Hoff equation* Th® enthalpy change,* Q s? 
for the formation of the complex in ta© reaction 
+ L4“ ^ =3: ttt2"
was then e m ltta te d  tiatm (Q^ ~ ^  allowing fos? tbs  te a t
©hangs s due to the ©oacos&taat reaetio&s
HgL2" ;===:HL3" + H* ( AH- = 4.88 focml.mola"1), 7i,
HI3" &  + if (Ah4
“ * H<‘ + OH” v^HgO
The results for EGTA are given in Tables X? to XX.
qi
TaUs XV.
. . a o n u M
Beat o f  Formation o f MkSOTA2” *
Him Total Vol. A e
(units)
W.E* 
(o&l.tmit )
-Qc
(e&l*)
~Q°
(0*1.)
1 300 -24*3 0*110 «2*66 -3.60
2 300 ~£7*1 0.105 “2.84 -3.7?
3 300 -20*5 0.146 ' “2.99 -3.79
4 300 -21*5 0*129 “2.77 -3.85
Molar ooneeiitr&tions of ionio species
Him t .to3 t *10* ml2~.io3 A hm a .
  .   (k» cal. *)
1 2*500 2*690 2*284 4-5.25
2 2*500 2*678 2*283 -5-5*51
3 2*500 2.673 2*302 +5*49
4 2*500 2*682 2*246 +5*71
M m  Ah a +5*49 £ 0*12 k*c&l*taole~^ .
Table «?.
9a
Heat of Stagnation of C&E2GTA »
Hua Total Voi* A e
(units)
W.E- -0 
(eel.uniif1) (cal.)
-t*
isski
1 300 67.0 0.108 +7.22 +5.86
2 300 66.7 0.106 +7.07 +5*96
3 300 62.3 0.115 +7.18
4 300 64.2 0.110 +7.06 +5*94‘
lol&r concentrations
Hun T „ 10^2&
of ionic species 
T .103Si Itt2".103 A e a
{k*e&X®K©X@° ♦ )
1 2.^00 2.676 2.500 -7.82
2 2.500 2.673 2.500 ~?*94
3 2.500 2.674 2.500 ~8.G8
4 2.500 2.673 2.500 *7.92
Table X?11.
w an y t w f c o o
2—H©at of Formation of Ss?B0SA .
Etta
U M T Hnnnrn
Total 7©1. 
(ml.)o s a i m i » i i n i m i w * r t  w w r j B m w i i
A®
iss**”!
W«E. “^ e
(oal.)
"*QS
Coal.)
1 300 45*5' 0. t20 +5.47 +4.24
2 300 47.8 0.117 +5.60 +4.48
3 300 40*9 0*130 +5.33 +4.O8
4 300 43*5 0*127 +5.51 +4.33
5 300 49*2' 0*112 *5» 52 +4.38
Molar concentrations of ioiaio spocies:
Bun T*10^
83
T .103a
2^ML *103 Ah
(Slie G&X» DK}1@ *
t 2*500 2*673 2.500 -5*65
2 2*500 2*675 2.5OO -5.98
3 2*500 2*674 2.500 -5*44
4 2*500 2*673 2.500 -5*77
5 2*500 2*672 2.5OO -5.84
100
Table XVI11,
Heat o f  Form ation o f BsEGTA<vw p w ^ ^ » j r t i? m c #iC?qiwpuTarrMtf**U K»q
Ban Total Vol.
(ml.}•cssstt*. ggsgrowBt^gacwPfcitnj vixs*
A®
(anltg;
W.B.
)■ •(cal.apjlT’ ) . fcftX* )itas&avttvmamvix**** Coal.)
1 300 2 0.095 +8.01- +6.65
2 300- 69*2 0.119 +8.21 +7^ 01
3 300 65*4 0.120 +7.8? +6*54
4 300 . 65*5 0.118 +7-72 +6*54
5 300 72.0 0.111 +7 *96 +6.79
6 300 76.7 0.105 +8.06 +6.91
Mblasr concentrations
Kan T .1©^m
of ionic species
T .1©^  ML2“.1C£& 3 A h
1 2.500 2.674 2.500 -=8.87
2 2.5OO 2.673 2.500 -9*34
3 8.5OO 2.675 2.500 -8.72
4 2.5OO 2.674 2.5OO -8.72
5 2.500 2.673 2.500 '=9.05
6: 2.500 2.671 2.500 -9.21
Mean As,« ”8.99 * 0.22 k«cal»mQXe”\
1 0 1
Table X1X.
Beat o f E ta fi& tion  o f CdEffiPA
Bun Total Vol. 
(ml.)
A ®
(units)
W.B. 
(oal.unit^)
-Q»
(cal.)
1 300 61S 0.155 +10.52 +11-.42
2 300 49*1 0*204 *10.03 +10*90
3 300 43*7 0*236 +10.29 +11.12
4 300 44*0 0*232 +10.24 +11.11
5 300 57*6 G.I80 +10*39 +11.27
H&lar concentrations of Ionic spacies 
Bun
1
2
3
4
5
® .103 S „103m a
2® 500 
2® 500 
2*500 
2*500 
2.!
2*66?
2*672
2.610
2*674
2*672
ML2~.103
2*500
2*500
2*500
2*500
2*500
A h
(k*oaX*EBCl©^*)
-15*23
-14.53
-14*83
-14.81
-15*03
^aan A h « -14*89 * 0*20 k.csl.aolQ°^»
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Table XX.
Heat of to&natloa ef ZnEGIA2-.
Son To t al Vol. A o ».B.
(units) (<sal.uoit-1) ( flftl, ) (<ml.)
1- 300 0.159 +2*65 +3.82
2 300 15*3 0.165 +2.52 +3*68
3 300 15*6 0.160 *2*50 +3.66
4 300 13.0 0.206 +2.68 +3*84
5 300 14.6- 0.182 +2.66 +3.82
tolar ooneentrations of ionio specie®
Run T .103m auto3. HL2“.103 A H
(fc*cal.iBole
t 2*500 2.671 2.500 -5*09
2 2.500 2.675 2.500 -4* n
3 2*500 2.675 2.500 -4.88
4 2.500 2.673 2.500 -5.12
5 2.5OO 2.674 2.500 -5*09
*d oslcuX&ts the hsats of protcnatiea ©f BHPO9 
the concentration of acid species were determined from 
the expression for the total add eoneeatration 
Tt • [H/ 1  + [HL>] + [l.4-],
tlifl SJBsooiation oonstaa^B of EBP8 , k,j » 2.630 x 10“**
•*►12and • 1<,20X 2 10 * and-the measured pH values$ pH*^
9
and pH g « *£9zfi» changes in acid species concentrations wor©
then equated to the differences in ih® ho at eh&nges
{Q?0 ~ €lpg) ©al. often? correcting for tha beat change© due to
the formation of water s Q cal* Eia results are showa in
_ »  *
fable 1X1.
With u tmwledge of ^ a n d  for the protonation
f i n  / g
reactions9 and using the association constants \ log £(%L
2«
• 8.0 and log K (GsL ) * 7.2$ the boats of formation of th© 
saagnesima and calcium complexes war© calculated.;
She. association constant© for the formation of the iatronfclnsa 
and barium monoooi&plea&B with EHPO- have sot been determined 
and in order to calculate the heats of formation it was 
assumed that association constants were of the m m  ordm as that 
for calcium,. It was felt that this" assumption was Justified 
sinos other pofyaminoearha^yl&te complexes have similar assoc***
*7? «9Q
lation constants for the esc ssatal ion® 5 * ^h© results are given
3fcbls f f i ,
Beats o f  B ro tona tion  o f BBP8 a t 2S°C (Z » 0 .1 ),
Molar coaoan trail oaa of ionic gpocios
ST1? S'
Sto* J
*^rtiwc*s<sasam
™r3- 101
- ; •
m w f c a e v w * *
Blank. &«f6l3*icr4 4*5.290*10“3 1*52©6»1©"■3\ .. 1<v142.-10~^
Ito 1* 1 ®.6i'57-« 1©~p 1 *3673:* 1.0”^ . '5.2837*10“-3 ; 9*f t8.10“5
Sim 2. 4*7733*1©”^ '2A95$*10~^ 4« 460?-. 1 © -3: ■1.855*
—3* 
+5*6888 
*4»4©#;
+4.253©
+3*9P9
■&bangp8 in' amounts- of :sp@ 
" & &  1
from Blank to lun 
,2-1
,?&€i:s?£
{moms)fe*jip«^A->sm»a’*n«5TO!Vs?n-9 * CIK5 3.0 © (■ OiifiSe 1
Bun 1. *t*A4 I’OnO 4(A.-*'j * y . ; 1.1289.10"’5' +4*6.734-
Hun 2. 1*7052. te”4 p.8820.10"3' +3.-7446-
A IL 
■ 3 (H^T-— 5> h’!" + HT^") a +3*64 3s*osl.fflole"*«r
iflvH,
. 4
(HY"' — ^ IT + X4~ ) * +3.12 k.oal.tol©*"1.
'# weiwwtiw UMMNVV^'.r.
10€
fable SX1t
Sea’S of Formation off M$8RPG'2-
Bim Total ¥ol* A © W.B*
1
-Q- -Q
(ml*) (units) (cal«.udt‘” ) (e&l*) (oal.)
1 300 -40,7 0*1136 =1*216 -0*557
2 300 -13»4 0*1090 *-1*460 -1,043
SbZar concentrations of ionic spades
Hun
1
2
T . to­
rn
1 rt 6?
1-333
f >10'a
1.333
1.667
» 2“.103
1.167
1.333
A h
kXetixKy#
*1.59
42*61
3*0 (&
Table XX111
Heat of Formation of GsEHPG?"
Bun Total Vol. A  © I.E. -Q
M a r  concentrations of ionic species
? 103 T.si aRun T>10  *10^ ML2". TO3
c
4
(gal.) (units) (oal.unit” ) (eal.)
•<Mw^Mwi>jiiftiMi»iiiwa«i»itnmti< • b w W v m w j  i w w w i  w i  •
1 300 -12*4 0.1221 -1.514
2 300 -13,f 0.1203 -1.576
>oal.mol9
1 1.167 1.333 1.167 -3.15
2 1.333 1.667 1.333 “3.11
Mean A h « -3.13 - 0.02 k.oal.mole*
~%orr
h s h J L
* 1.102
*1.245
'fable HIT.
Heat of Formation of SrBHPS2".
Bun Total Vol. A © W.E* -Q1 »©^corr
(ml.} (unite) (eal.unit ) (cal.) (eal.)
1 30© -16.1 0.1153 -1.857 -s-G.708
2 300 -15*9 0.1196 -1.902 +0.663
3 300 r20.5 0.0821 -1.684 +O.792
Molar concentrations of ionic species
Han T .103 T ,103 ML2”.1Q3 A  H
m a «
 (k.oal.iaple” )
1 1.16? T.333 1.167 -2.02
2 1.167 1.333 1.167 -I.89
3 1.333 1*667 1.333 -1*98
Kfeesn A h  - -1.96 £ 0*06 k»cal»ia&le”\
log
Table XXV.
Beat of Formation of BaSHPG “•
Bon
1
2
Total Vol«
l _
300
300
M
Caaits)
—16.9
-18.5
W.B 
■eai.um.t
0.1189
0.1206
£  
•2.010 
•2.232
'corr
+0.657
+0.612
Molar concentrations of ionic species
Bun
1
2
T .10*m
!.333
T .10'
1.333
ML2“.1Q3
1.167
1.333
A h
(k.cal.msle” )
- 1.88
-1*53
toq
M®ettsssion s
thems^nasilG properties for the BGTA eomplossB 
©2*0 given in Table XXVI * Since this work mB done* there . 
have been published oalorisetric results at 20°C. obtained by 
Andoregg ^  for the divalent aaageesiua* ©aloifmiy sine and 
©admin® ions* T'm values &?© given in parentheses in Table M il  
and the agreement with the present m zk is seen to b© 
satisfactory*
TAHUB S E L
^ermodynasdo Properties for the Formation
of M BS®A2“ Complex
Sfe-fcal Ion -A® ,
(kocalossol©""” )
A h ,
(k.cal.pola~ ) (0, As-1 -Ualodeg »g@ie )»
Kg2+• u 7.20 +5.49 (5*18) 42.6
Ca2* 14.85 -7-94 (-8.38) 23o2
Sr2+ 11.50 -5-74 19*3
Ba2+ 11.32 —8.99 T*8
Zn2+ 17.55 -5.02 (-4.23) 42*1
ca2+ 12.55 -14.89 (-14.8) 25*7
no
Tbs mtcesS of assooia'Sioo oaa Is® arittoaj,
&s =s° (a.2-) - s° (a2*) - s® (l4~ ) .......  (24)
4 m n  S° is tbe standard aquaoua an trap? of tbo spsoias
enclosed in tasekets* For the fomatiea of 2«1 eo^lexes
fcetueaa m  anion m i  a series of cations, equation (24) nay t>e
BOeomracifiatly 2?se-«Tangod to give -i
As  ^  s^i2*} = [Sgda2") - ( » 2”) - (x-H.iss)
i II
in which 5 sit Sj^ as1© the gas phase and hydration entropies 
respeetlfely* falms (rf^S + s^g2*)] are gives* in the table XW11 
for SSn. at 2*>®0. sad other asdnoearbosyla&o ligsn&s at 20°C. for 
which alkslin^ earth data are available* fh© difference in 
tes^erstar® will net offset the following argosssits*
sabus a m
?alnss at A a  * 3°(B2*) fag 1»1 listal.
fetal i ®
^ _ao 
SPBL a s ® W2i BATA83
22.8 34.9 14.4 21.8
Cs2+ 13*4 34.3 10.0 9.2
s*2+ 16.2 36.3 9.9 _
Ba2* 21*? 43.9 10.8 -
The right M  side of equation (25) contains
terms in and 1*^” « Term I re&laets. the change in
configurational and Xibrahioasl entropy of the ligand
molecule when it enters into complex formation* Tbs
increase in -translational entropy will bs small, and, aiaoe
the ligand loses freedom, this term will he negative*
The negative hydration entropy of the ion will he
2-greater than that of the lower charged I1L resulting 
In a positive term II in equation (25)» The positive 
values of j&S + S° (lf*}j in Table gvTf indicate that 
ter® 11 represents the overriding factor for these metal lorn* 
Following ICroll and Gordon it is convenient 
to divide th© polyasEinsacetate acid chelates into three groups*
(I) those with the BEPA skeleton, including the carhooyclio 
cyolohexanedisnAnetetraaeetio acid, OSTA,
(II) those with m  additional potential co-ordinating 
atom, X, in the central, chain, having the general formula 
C00CCHg)2 M (CH2)2 X (OHg)^ I (CHgCCO“)g
where X » 0, (BATA)§ « M^COCT , (MPA), etc*
(ill) those with' two potential ©o«©rdf noting centres in 
the central chain.
C0QGGn2)2 $ (CH2) g X (CH2) 2 X fCBg)2 M (GHgCOO*-) ^  
wtea X « 0, (EOTa) f - SSGH^  (BMM).
The trends An the available ^ Q9 &R and As for
the alkaline earth cations are illustrated in Figure IX*
Unfortunately 1$ and have not been determined for aay
strontium or barium complexes of groups (ii) ligands
and it is possible to include only 'the calcium and
magnesium values» For IffPA, the j\fi value® are plotted 
77 rfor comparison * The figure illustrates a number of 
characteristic patterns of behaviour,, Xa group (i)f the 
greater stability of CDTA complexes as compared with those 
of E3ZPA A® primarily the result of a much more favourable 
entropy tom j^S + for the former which outweighs
the unfavourable difference* The explanation lie® in 
the foot that in CHPA* the two H atoms are restricted in their 
movement by the carbooychio chain and so term I in equation 
(25) will h© more positive than for SOTA* Xa addition 
it has been suggested that as the carboxyl groups are hold 
more rigidly in CBTA than in SETAf the resulting localisation 
of charge will load to a more effective orientation of water 
molecules making (cota4~ ) > - ^ v  (bota4-) " *
term XI equation (25) more positive for GET A^ o,
113
114-
The increased endothermicity accompanying the formation of 
C5TA complexes is ® consequence of the starie hindrance
op
imposed Toy the ©yolohesyl Ting * The value of
As ( a # )  - ha(Gas?~) is about the same for both EBTA 
d>
and CBTA but the heat and entropy trends are quite different*
In going from calcium to magnesium? there is an appreciable
increase inj&S * S° { )| for SJjTA compared with that for
GJjTA indicating a smaller positive contribution in term II
(equation 25) for CBTA* It is possible that 1%C2TA^~ is
2-more by drat©d than I%SDTA since there is a considerable 
strain involved In completing the co-ordination of the rigid 
CPTA^ *" anion to the mall magnesium ion* Some support for 
this suggestion is provided by the rathsr large drops in 
“AH, in the figure? for the formation ©f £3gSIZ?A^**"*
There are very tow thermo dynamic properties 
available for tho group (itj ligands although it ie seen in 
the figure that the general trend® are similar to those in 
group (i) with a rather smaller difference in between the 
calcium and strontium chelates* Group (lii) has two 
ta&mfeers for which stability constants have been measured and 
the results of the present work provide detailed thermodynamic 
date for one of thorn? 33GTA*
its
Th@ complexes are characterised by © portionlarfy large 
increase in stability in going from magnesium to calcium*
|&8 * S0(jr*)j value© for ESPA differ very littlej, 
indicating a similar sti'Uciura for all the complexes in the
this suggestion and it appears that both ether oxygen atoms 
in the central chains are involved in the bonding to the 
metal ion* The drop in stability at magnesium is clearly 
the result of the m m  endothermal AH reflecting the 
increased' potential energy involved in the interaction 
between the small Eijg^4, ion and the negatively charged ECSEA^ ** 
ion* Considerable strain is imposed in bringing the coord­
inating centres sufficiently close for stable electrostatic 
bonds to.be formed*
m compared with WSfSA complexes msy be caused by two factors*
(I) The greater loss of configurational ©ntrojy of the larger 
EGTA molecule when it interacts with the. metal ions*
(II) The tm  oarbcxsylate groups which remain free in th© KGTA 
oomplezQ® and which will retain some solvent ordering 
properties whilst not being able* through negative charge 
repulsion, to mate full us® of their mobility*
The smaller values for BGTA
1
In order to lie -able to discuss the formation ®f 
ami nocarbczy late complexes In solution more fully* many 
moro precise thernso^ rnamlo data are required* To this ©nd 
the heats of formation of the alkaline earth complexes with 
&HPG ware deteroiaed* The thermo dy namic data are shown in
Table XXVIIX* Th© values for the formation of the
strontium and barium spools8 hs?0 not yet bean determined*
TABUS x m i i  
THBBMDXBT1MMIC fBOgBftTISS FOR TBS
pom irxog off a  ehpg2~ coepiexhs 
istal io h  -Acs ,  - A h  As, ,
(k*cal«mol©~ )(k*oaX*3so2©~ ) (eai»deg“ »moIe~ )
Kg2+ 10.87 -2.10 43-5
C*2+ 9.78 +3.13 22.3
Sr2+ - +1.96
Bb2+ - +1.71
81The acid dissociation constants for BHPG 9 
k^ « 2*630 x 10 ^  and k^ * 1*201 x 10*"^ ? are coneidarahfy 
©mailer than those for EGTA* The heat corrections for the 
formation of water are,, there fore 9 considerably larger than 
those for BGTA and the resulting heat's of protonation* and
heats of complex formation are considerably mor© inaccurate*
It o m  be seen however, that the trends in the As values for 
the MHPG complexes are similar to those of EGSTA.
The high stabilities of aslnopo3y carbosylet© and
' polyaudae complexes is usually attributed to what ha© been 
termed a wohalat9 effect" • Xn the formation of a complex
with a multideatate ligand, less translational entropy will be 
lost than when the sssisl forms a complex with an equivalent 
number of anident&te ligands* The ssagnituda of this chelate 
effect ©an fee seen fey comparing the data for the sicks 1
D/ p«7
complexes of ^ thylenediaisind, {©&), asd ammonia ? %
NS*+ + 6 BH, « = £  Ki(8H,)?+ * xfi.O, - As B 0.01 k.oal.HOle"'&q o 3 o &
•nd Hi2* + 3 en„?=i »(*n)2+ + sHo0, ~A« « 5.90 k.oal.nola**1.
aq 3 <
Both ligand© co-ordinate with metals through their BT atoms 
but the complex with ©n* is considerably more stable than 
that with the mozieden&ate ligand*
It has been shown for macy systems, that for a given 
number of donor atoms in the complex, the A*3 values increase 
as the number of chelate rings increases. fhe chelate effect 
i©s therefore, largely an entropy effect which can be ascribed 
to the increase in the number of £kes solute particles
aooompas^ing complex fommixon with a ooneequeat increase in 
As la the entropy cycle (Fart I). While this is so* 
the enthalpy term© eannot he ignored* The formation of nickel 
GEmonia complexes takes plso© with a more aadoihenai© heat 
ohang© than for the corresponding othy lone diamines? and the 
differences in the ©xpertemtal ftanotions,
A H  [ia.(en)x] ~£\E j aro - 1.05 » - 1.90 and - 2.90
k.c&X*m©X© . for x » 19 2 and 3 respectively* S^neee values 
are quit© close to the differences in ligand - field 
stabilisation energy in the two types of complexes 9 ~ 0*90,
- 1.85 and - 2.75 k.eal*mol©~*. respectively
fhe favourable enthalpy Changes accompanying chelate 
formation for these complexes? has been attributed by Williams 
to a *buili-inM effect Once c m  of the I? atoms of the On.
molecule is co-ordinated to the metal ion? the other ET atom is 
held in place by the rest of the molecule. In forming the 
complex with the monodontate ligand? on the other hand? isutual 
repulsions of the polar groups oust b© overcome in bringing up 
the second ligand molecule so that this stage of the reaction 
will be more end© thermo* When the intervening es thy lens 
chain becomes long? however? a nultidentat© ligand may behave 
ae separate uuideatat© centre© sine© the freedom of
uncoordinated donor atoms msy be relatively unrestricted. 
In this case the stabilities of complexes ©ay resemble more 
closely those of equivalent unideatate ligands*
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PAST III
Tbs Heat of BydroXysis of the Thallio Ion Tl(lIX)
fhe Beat of %dr©Xysls of fhaiile XQn9Tl(lll)» 
Introduction*
When the first Tl(lll) salt was prepared*, about
90one hundred yeses &g© § it was observed that it was stable
only in solutions ©f hi# acidity® On decreasing the hydrogen 
ion concentrations th® salt m s  dseospceed %  water with the 
formation of an insoluble product* The Tl(lll) lea is* 
therefore* an acid of considerable strength and it reacts with 
water producing hydrogen ions® Abegg sad Spencer when 
investigating equilibria In solutions containing $X(lll)5 
Tl{l) ions and different anions* determined the stability of 
^IgOj in nitric acid solutions* Ifiroa the constant of the 
rati© jfl^j / fV^P 3 they concluded that the hydrolysis 
proeaded according to- .the reaction*
SI3* + 3HgO — m  (OH). (3) + 3 H*.
It was fouad Sat®r by BiiKtig and %4ys®lc ■“%  and by i-iulligaa
o $
and Weieer 3 that- the X*»radiograme of the wet precipitate 
and anhydrous 71gO were identicals so the show© reaction meet 
b® w&U«n m 3+ * 3KgO— »$lgO,(S) + 6 H+.
Several investigators ^ '^4 have observed that
the formal redos potential ;fl(l) - $1(111) decreases
hydrolysis of the $1(111) ion* Althmz^ s, s&Xl investigators 
working with the TX(Xll) ion were well aware of its strong
hydrolysis it was m% until just over ten years ago that the
soluble speoiss formed wkon Tl(lll) reacted with water* and
the equilibrium constants of the hydrolysis processes* wore 
95determined •
‘The aim of the present work was to investigate 
these processes further by determining the enthalpies of 
the hydrolysis reactions*
m(in) + B^O^TO®2* + H+
and T10H2+ + H20 5=*Sl(0H)g + 8*
(1)
(2)
Preparation of Beagdntsa
Thallous Ver&hlQTdM*
AnalaH thaXlous nitrate was dissolved in m  excess
of hot concentrated AnalaH perchloric sold* Tbs precipitated
thallous perchlorate was washedg resszystallised three times
from distilled water and dried at 120°C* The parity of the
solid was determined by titrating with standard potassiim
80iodat© in concentrated hydrochloric acid 
Perchloric Acid« w s m m a * * w r t B w y i i f r
AnslsH perchloric acid was used without farther
purification*
Thallio Perchlerat©*
Solutions were prepared by anodic oxidation of 
th&llous perchlorate in 2 >1 perchloric acid and 
estimated by adding, an excess of potassium iodide and 
titrating the liberated iodine with standard sodium thioBulph&te 
using a starch indicator* The absence of any Tl(i) ion could 
he checked by adding potassium iodat© to the solutions- as in 
the estimation of thallous perchlorate9 and observing no 
iodine colour*
Sodium Borchlorate*
AnalaS sodium ehrhenate was recxystallised twice 
from boiling distilled water* the solid was than added to 
perchloric acid until the solution was neutral (B.BoR Indicator), 
The sodium perchlorate was precipitated by adding an excess 
of perchloric acid to the solution. Solutions of the salt 
were analysed by determining the free acid concentration 
with standard sodium hydroxide and subtracting this from the 
total acid concentration after passing the solution through an 
Amber!!te I.E. 120 ion - exchange column in the hydrogen form.
fits eaiopisaater has already “been described In
Part X. Solutions of thallic perchlorate la perchloric 
sold mre placed in the mixing defies and the ionic strength 
me Tssdstained at a, value of 3 55 ®ith sodium perchlorate* 
These solutions wore mixed into perchloric acid solutions 
of the earns* ionic strength In the Sswar vessels* For each 
run, the heat of dilution of the mixing device solution was 
determined by replacing tho thallic salt with sodium 
chloride of the sasss icgale str©ngth? all other concentrations 
being the smsB m  In the corresponding completing ©xperimsni* 
Method of Calculations
md the expression for the total metal ion concentration.
The concentration of species in solution were 
calculated from the equations for the association constants 
kj 3 [tIOH2*] [tf*] / [si3*] a 7.25 x 1<T2, 
kg r [fl(OH)*][sf*] / [T10H2*] =  3.25 x 10*2, 
fm = L®1^ ] + [flOH2*] + [t1(0B)*] .
Soicq results of the calGansetriG experiments are 
summarised in Table M M *
TKB1E XXIX*
Holar Concentrations of Ionic Spool© s*
i w i i i i n i m n m n > ' n > i m > — i i h ^ b i u w i m  ■ >  i*i — i m i  i  n « i i  i M n n n i i  w j M n i w w i ■ n y f i n i m — * » < r w n > —
T10B2* 1.697 2 10~3 2.988 X 10~3 1.291 S 10”3
Il(0H)g 5.515 x 10-5 1.823 x 1C’4 1.271 x 10"4
EasBJlBaaSal Heat Change ■ 0.0 oals.
bob 5.
non2* 1.697 r  lo“3 3.566 *  io“3 1.C69 *  io-3
T1(0H)* 5.515 2 10-5 2 .6 7 5  2 io-4  2.123 x 10-4
Experimental Heat Change « 0*0 cala*
It is men that the heat changes for the runs wer®
negligibly small? as they m m  for all experiments &mn
though the cshss^ s in £t10H®*J was greater than 1 x l©"*^
%
moles. 1*** « Sines the Tl(lll) ion forms very stable
complexes with chloride ion,
(log K (raei2*) = 6.25s log K (T1C1,3-) . 1.80)5®, lt
©
was felt that trace® ©f ohlesdda present as iapjrity 
may have ooozplexed mth the Tl(lll) and thus prevented Its 
hydrolysis* Althou^i further precautions m m  taksa to 
remove Cl** ion from the sodium perchlorate sad perchloric 
acid solutions, the resulting experimental heat changes 
war© still negligibly small*
It would b© desirable to msasar© the heats of 
hydrolysis la eolations which have undergone even mere 
stringent purification*
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